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TAKE THE

LEAD
See what’s possible in the all-new Gulfstream G400™. Redefine 21st century business
success with a breakthrough combination of performance, environmental efficiency
and the largest cabin in the class.

Textron posts strong 2Q but
sees supply constraints
B Y K E R R Y LY N C H

Textron Aviation pulled in a strong quarter
with Cessna Citation deliveries increasing
by four units to 48 and backlog growing
another $700 million to $5.8 billion. However, Scott Donnelly, chairman and CEO
of the Wichita airframer’s parent, Textron,
cautioned that the supply chain is creating
“headwinds” that may push some deliveries
into 2023 and soften 2022 revenues by a few
hundred million from its guidance.
In the second quarter, Textron Aviation
delivered four fewer commercial aircraft
overall year-over-year, with piston single
deliveries off by 10 units, to 61. However,
turboprop deliveries increased year-overyear by two units, to 35, and turbine aircraft
in total by six units, to 83. Turboprop deliveries included the first SkyCourier to FedEx.
The delivery results, coupled with an 18
percent jump in the aftermarket business,
pushed up revenues for the quarter by $123
million, to $1.3 billion, and profits by $59
million, to $155 million.
“Aviation had another solid quarter with
higher revenues and strong execution,
resulting in a 12.1 percent segment, proper
margin,” Donnelly told analysts last month.
“We continue to see strong demand, solid
pricing, and increased deliveries for our jets
and turboprops and higher market volume
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from increased aircraft utilization.”
Textron Aviation is trying to ramp up
production “given the very strong demand
environment,” but that is a more difficult
process in light of the supply-chain issues
and related disruptions, Donnelly said. “So,
I think we’ll probably be a little light on revenue. We’ll probably miss some deliveries as
things push into 2023.”
Donnelly also noted how the business
has evolved in the changing demand climate, one that has gone from more of spot
deliveries to those planned out now well in
advance. “Demand’s been really strong in
that backlog is continuing to grow. It gives
us really good visibility, which is terrific—
something we didn’t have for a long time.”
He further maintained that from a
margin and performance standpoint the
company will continue to excel. This is particularly true as the aftermarket business
remains strong.
As far as market demand, Donnelly
pointed to strength in North America but
also cited a “significant pickup” internationally, particularly with its King Air lines.
Corporate flight activity is returning, he said,
and added that the market is continuing to
see new entrants. These trends are continuing into the third quarter, he noted.
z
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News Briefs
BIDS FOR AERION ASSETS DUE

Development Specialists Inc. (DSI) has set
a September 7 deadline for bids for the
assets of defunct Aerion Corp. DSI was
appointed to oversee the sale of the assets
of Aerion, which ceased operations in June
2021 after a nearly two-decade quest to
bring a supersonic business jet to market.
Proceeds from the sale of the assets will go
to creditors, including GE Aerospace, Spirit
AeroSystems, and Boeing. Much of Aerion’s
assets surround its numerous patents, along
with some fixed assets such as computers,
software, and wind tunnel models. DSI late
last year was fielding interest as it tried to
grasp the value of the assets. An auction
date has been set for September 16.

CLAY LACY LAUNCHES EAST
COAST EXPANSION

Clay Lacy Aviation broke ground last month
on a new $20 million FBO and MRO facility
at Connecticut’s Waterbury-Oxford Airport
(KOXC). Phase 1 of the 11-acre expansion is
expected to be completed by first-quarter
2024 and will include a 5,000-sq-ft terminal
with covered vehicle parking and a 40,000sq-ft heated hangar. A second development phase anticipated for completion by
mid-2025 will add a pair of 40,000-sq-ft
hangars and 10,000 sq ft of office space. For
Clay Lacy, this will be its third FBO, joining
its flagship facility at Van Nuys Airport and
at John Wayne Orange County Airport.

SIGNATURE VAIL EARNS NATA
SUSTAINABILITY NOD

Signature Flight Support’s Vail Valley Jet
Center at Colorado’s Eagle Regional Airport is
the first to achieve Tier 3 in NATA’s Sustainability Standard for Aviation Businesses.
The voluntary initiative was launched in
November to provide FBOs and other
industry operators with a self-certification
process for pursuing flexible, cost-effective
options to lower their carbon footprint.

CIVIL AVIATION

Elevating and advancing
human performance.
CAE Civil Aviation enhances your operational confidence with an increasingly wideranging aviation offering that also simplifies your work. Elevated experiences result from
our advancing technologies, deep expertise and innovative spirit, which in turn are ensuring
superior operational and organizational outcomes. All enabled through our consistent delivery
of broader, better, cleaner, smarter and ever safer solutions.
Meet one technology company of infinite possibilities.

Confidence through
smarter training

News Briefs
HAI SEEKS ALTIMETER EXEMPTION

Orders boost Bombardier
backlog to $14.7 billion
B Y K E R R Y LY N C H

Bombardier delivered 28 aircraft in the
second quarter, one fewer than a year ago,
but revenues still edged up slightly on the
strength of its services business, the company reported last month. At the same time,
Bombardier’s backlog continued to swell,
reaching $14.7 billion—a 37 percent yearover-year bump and the “healthiest…that
we’ve had for a long time,” according to
president and CEO Eric Martel.
Keeping its guidance at more than 120
deliveries for the year, Bombardier reported
a book-to-bill of 1.8:1 for the second quarter.
Importantly, Martel said, the backlog represents a mix of customers and is “pretty
well spread across the board. Every single
program is contributing.” This underscores
the strength of the backlog and gives better
visibility into production planning, he said.
However, Martel pointed to the supply
chain as a “crosswind” that “is contributing
to keeping delivery ramp up at a conservative and steady pace.” He added that Bombardier has remained “meticulous” in the
detailed planning of its ramp-up and taken
into account the risks of the supply chain.
Martel cited engines as one area that Bombardier is watching but also noted the issues
spread across the tiers of suppliers.
Even so, he said Bombardier is eyeing a
15 to 20 percent increase in production next
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year and estimated the backlog extends
about two years.
Bombardier brought in-house a number
of “work packages that were at risk” and
that has helped it to better manage supply
chain shortages, he said, noting this has
resulted in the increase of 500 jobs.
Second quarter deliveries reflected the
end of Learjet production. Three Learjets
were handed over in the second quarter of
last year versus none in the most recent
quarter. The company delivered 16 Globals,
down by one unit from the second quarter
of 2021, but Challenger deliveries increased
by three to 12 in the last three months
On the year, Bombardier shipments are
down by six aircraft, including five fewer
Globals (for a total of 28) and one less Learjet (three were delivered in the first quarter). Challenger deliveries have remained
flat at 18 in the first six months.
Meanwhile, as Bombardier continues to
expand its maintenance capacity, service
revenues jumped by 22 percent to $359 million. This boosted total revenues to $1.557
billion in the quarter, inching up from $1.524
billion a year ago.
Adjusted EBITDA was up 41 percent to
$201 million in the quarter, but with financing costs as it works through its debt, Bombardier posted a net loss of $129 million. z
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HAI petitioned the FAA for an expanded
exemption to the requirement for properly
functioning radar altimeters in helicopter air
ambulances to cover both Part 91 and 135
operations due to the potential of interference from 5G C-band cellular service.
HAI is requesting relief to operations with
night-vision goggles and night landings
and takeoffs from unimproved or offairport sites with inoperative or unreliable
radio altimeters. In June, U.S. government,
wireless, and airline stakeholders agreed
to a partial extension of the 5G C-band
mitigations, but this serves primarily the
interest of airlines, not helicopter operators.

BELL DELIVERS 400TH MODEL 505
Bell announced the milestone delivery of
its 400th model 505 light single-engine
helicopter last month. The milestone aircraft
went to UK customer Al Barratt, co-founder
of Grenade and owner of Cotswold Aviation. The 505 features the Garmin G1000H
NXi avionics suite and Safran Arrius 2R
engine and can now be equipped with the
optional Garmin GFC 600H autopilot. The
five-seat helicopter, which can cruise at 125
knots and has a 360-nm maximum range.

CREW CHIEFS TO SERVE
PRE-BUY BIZJET MARKET

Crew Chiefs announced its formation last
month as a company composed of aviation
maintenance professionals who will provide
pre-buy and other inspections. Founded by
partners Chris Buchholz, Mark Thibault, and
Warren Curry, Crew Chiefs uses a network of
professionals and proprietary software to also
oversee completions at an OEM prior to delivery, monitor refurbishment of business aircraft,
and provide asset condition and end-of-lease
surveys. The company also can provide
onboard techs to go with the aircraft following
completion, pre-buy, or refurbishment to coordinate potential AOG and scheduled items.

PROFICIENT IS CAPABLE.

PREPARED IS UNSHAKABLE.

There’s training to check a box and training for excellence. When training
to meet a requirement, the result is proficiency. When crew train with the
best—to be the best—skills are sharpened, preparing them for anything.
It’s like this: Proficient is capable. Prepared is unshakable.
Do you want your pilot to be proficient or prepared?
Call +1.201.584.8262 today or visit FlightSafety.com

News Briefs
NATA, 4AIR INTRO SAF UPLIFT
RECEIPT PROGRAM

Backlog up at Gulfstream,
but AD issue snarls deliveries
B Y C H A D T R AU T V E T T E R

The airworthiness directive limiting Gulfstream G500/600 runway crosswind operations
and the resulting, and still pending, software
fix is causing some customers for the type to
defer deliveries, in addition to delaying G700
and G800 certifications. Jason Aiken, senior
v-p and CFO at parent company General
Dynamics, told investors that four of 13 customers set to receive a G500/600 in the second quarter deferred deliveries to the third
quarter, when the software fix is expected to
be approved by the FAA.
Thanks to a Covid-driven resurgence in
super-midsize jet demand, Gulfstream delivered 22 aircraft (17 large-cabin jets and five
G280s) in the quarter. That compares to 18
large-cabin jets and three G280s shipped in
the same three-month period last year. Firsthalf deliveries stand at 47 aircraft (38 large
cabins and nine G280s), down from 49 (43
large cabin, six G280s) a year earlier.
Meanwhile, Aiken said Gulfstream’s shifting of software resources to the G500/600
fix has come at the cost of finishing an
FAA-mandated line-by-line software review
for the G700. Previously projected to be
FAA certified by year-end, the G700 will
now see a six-month program delay. In turn,
he said, that will cause a cascade effect on
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FAA certification for the follow-on G800
derivative, which is now not anticipated to
be approved until late 2023.
A “backlog clean-up” during the second
quarter resulted in Gulfstream purging its
backlog by $300 million in firm orders and
$900 million in options from “fractional aircraft operators,” General Dynamics revealed
during the quarterly investor call. Flexjet,
the only known fractional customer for
Gulfstreams, declined comment to AIN.
Despite this $1.2 billion reduction, funded
backlog at General Dynamics’ aerospace
division, which also includes Jet Aviation,
ended the quarter at $18.8 billion. That
was up 6.6 percent quarter-over-quarter
and 38.9 percent higher than last June. The
company’s aerospace division recorded a
book-to-bill ratio of 2:1 in the quarter, with
Gulfstream seeing a higher 2.2:1 ratio.
Aerospace revenues in the quarter
climbed by 15.1 percent year-over-year to
$1.867 billion, while earnings rose 22.1 percent, to $238 million. Aircraft services sales
were particularly strong in the three-month
period, rising 35 percent year-over-year, and
prompting General Dynamics to increase its
aerospace revenue forecast for the year by
$200 million, to $8.6 billion.
z
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NATA and industry solutions provider 4Air
have rolled out the first sustainable aviation
fuel (SAF) receipt program for business
aviation. They said the receipt will provide
a standardized document for operators
to acknowledge their uplift of the fuel, a
crucial link to the “last-mile” transfer of the
fuel from FBO to the end user. It will contain
information such as the specific feedstock
used in the particular uplift. Additonally, it
will outline the ratio of the blend between
SAF and jet-A, which helps in calculating the lifecycle emissions reduction.

FAA, EASA APPROVE DUAL HUD
FOR FALCON 8X
Dassault’s FalconEye head-up display (HUD) is
now approved for installation at both pilot stations in the Falcon 8X trijet. Approved by both
the FAA and EASA, FalconEye is the first HUD
certified with combined vision, which places
synthetic vision and infrared and low-light
camera imagery on the HUD at the same time.
Pilots can fly nonprecision approaches to 100
feet agl in FalconEye-equipped Falcons, but
Dassault said the dual-HUD configuration will
ultimately permit an EFVS-to-land capability in
near zero-zero conditions, pending new EASA
regulations. The dual-HUD will be certified
on the forthcoming Falcon 6X and 10X.

WHEELS UP, DELTA PARTNER ON
PILOT PATHWAY PROGRAM
Pilots in Delta Air Lines’ Propel college path
program will be able to log flight hours
with Wheels Up under a new partnership
between the companies. Launched in 2018,
Propel is aimed at identifying, selecting, and
developing new pilots. “Working together,
we can provide meaningful and exciting
assignments for pilots at every stage of their
careers,” said Wheels Up chief people officer
Stevens Saint-Rose. “We want to innovate in
how we attract, retain, and develop pilots.”

G5000® UPGRADE FOR CITATION EXCEL/XLS
Breathe new life into your aircraft by adding available capabilities, such as georeferenced charts,
datalink weather, TCAS II, ADS-B traffic, TOLD, CPDLC, SafeTaxi®, SurfaceWatch™ and more.
Visit garmin.com/XLS or contact Dave Brown at 913.440.1714 or dave.brown@garmin.com

UPDATED AVIONICS.
UPDATED AWARENESS.
UPDATED INTERFACE.
© 2022 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries.

Business jet performance
boosts Embraer 2Q results
B Y G O R D O N G IL BE R T

Strong sales and deliveries of Embraer above 2.5:1, “the highest in the industry.”
business jets helped boost the Brazilian
Embraer’s overall revenues of $1.02 bilaircraft manufacturer’s overall financial lion in 2Q22 represent a decrease of 9.9 perresults in the second quarter of 2022 cent, and the adjusted net profit decreased
(2Q22) versus 2Q21.
more than 9.5 percent
During a results
f r o m a y e a r e a r l i e r,
call last month, the
driven mostly by lower
airframer noted that
deliveries in its commer2Q22 revenues for its
cial, defense, and secuexecutive jet division
rity units.
were 0.2 percent higher
Chief executive Franthan a year earlier, and
cisco Neto acknowlreported 2Q22 gross
edged that “supply
margin was 22.1 percent
chain issues continue
higher than the 17.5 perto be one of the main
cent reported in 2Q21.
challenges” to mainThe company delivered 21 business jets taining delivery schedules but confirmed
in 2Q22 consisting of 12 light Phenoms the company remains on track to meet its
and nine midsize Praetors “according to 2022 financial and deliveries guidance. The
our schedule,” said CFO Antonio Garcia. company is forecasting full-year revenues
“Sales continued strong in the quarter reaching between $4.5 billion and $5 billion
with orders exceeding prior-year levels.” and deliveries projected at 100 to 110 busiHe added that book-to-bill ratio remains ness jets and 60 to 70 commercial jets. z

 Sales continued

strong in the
quarter with
orders exceeding
prior-year levels. 

News Briefs
PILATUS OPENS NEW PAINT
FACILITY IN COLORADO

Pilatus Aircraft has opened a new $15 million
paint facility at its U.S. completions center
in Broomfield, Colorado, to keep pace with
rising demand for PC-24s and PC-12 NGXs.
The 28,445-sq-ft facility features three separate booths to prep and paint PC-24s and
PC-12 NGXs from base to finish. Each booth
is equipped with a 3D laser projector, along
with an advanced environmental control system, air-sealed doors, and filtration system.
With production and personnel at capacity,
Pilatus said its new paint facility will be able
to complete up to 100 aircraft annually.

GOGO’S 5G NETWORK ON TRACK

Gogo Business Aviation’s U.S. 5G network is
expected to launch by year-end as the company hit the project’s halfway milestone in late
July with the installation of its 75th site. Gogo’s
software-centric Avance platform allows
customers to evolve their in-flight connectivity
system with upgrade paths to the provider’s
5G network and future global low-earth orbit
satellite-based product. Once operational, the
5G service is expected to deliver an average
of 25 Mbps, with peak speeds up to 80 Mbps.
Duncan Aviation has been selected by Gogo
to complete the first-article supplemental type
certificate (STC) for the onboard 5G system
hardware, in addition to follow-on STCs for
more than 30 business aircraft models.

DAVID MCINTOSH

PIPER ADDING ROUGH-FIELD
OPERATIONS TO M600

Orders and deliveries of business aircraft, such as its Praetor 600, helped Embraer’s executive jet
division provide a financial boost to the Brazilian OEM in the second quarter of the year.
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Piper Aircraft is seeking approval for its M600
single-engine turboprop to operate from
rough and unpaved surfaces, such as rural
landing strips. The company hopes to get
this clearance from the FAA by the end of
this year. According to Piper, the rough-field
upgrade involves some new landing gear
hardware that moves the wheel about half
an inch in trail for added stability. The M350
and M500 already have this capability.

No Fees.
No Middlemen.
No Brainer.
JOIN OUR NETWORK OF 275+ PREFERRED FBOS IN THE US AND BEYOND.
As a CAA-preferred FBO, your business becomes a destination
for our ever-expanding membership of Part 91 operators. It’s free to apply.
There are no fees to belong. And you always keep 100% of your fuel sales.

APPLY FOR FREE TODAY!
www.corpaa.us
CAA provides the lowest price on jet fuel offered to Part 91 aircraft at the CAA Preferred FBO.

A United Airlines Boeing 737
Max 8 flew a demonstration
flight in December using
100 percent drop-in SAF in
one engine while carrying
100 passengers between
Chicago and Washington, D.C.

Standard for 100 percent drop-in
SAF likely two years away
B Y C HR IS K JE L G A A R D.

Approval by the aerospace industry for a
standard for 100 percent drop-in sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) under development by an ASTM International task force
likely won’t happen for another two years,
according to the chairman of the standards
organization’s panel.
Gurhan Andac, GE Aviation’s aviation
fuels and additives engineering leader and
chairman of the ASTM SAF task force, told
AIN the technical work the task force began
in the spring of 2021 to restructure the
existing ASTM D7566 standard “is essentially complete.” The ASTM D7566 standard
specifies the properties of synthetic-fuel
blends allowable for use in creating 50 percent SAF, but there remains no standard for
synthetic fuel as such, he said.
The technical specifications the restructured standard will contain will probably include details of those synthetic
fuel blends, produced from biological
feedstocks by some of the seven existing
chemical-conversion pathways for use in
creating 100 percent drop-in SAF.
According to Andac, the SAF specified
in the restructured D7566 standard will be
capable of replacing conventional jet fuel
in any turbine aircraft and in all existing
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jet-fuel infrastructure without any mod- that CFM International and GE Aviation
ification or equipment re-certification used to fuel one of the Leap-1B engines of
needed because chemically—and in terms a United Airlines Boeing 737 Max 8 for a
of its energy density and other physical demonstration flight in December contained
properties—it will mirror conventional a blend of several synthetic components.)
jet-A and jet-A1.
Even with the 100 percent drop-in SAF
After soliciting from manufacturers the specification finally in place and producdata requirements they need to meet to tion of synthetic fuels via various conversubstantiate the processes for producing, sion pathways accelerating, the fuel would
handling, and using the fuel, the task force not be usable in any manufacturer’s equipwill poll the full 500-organization member- ment until each OEM updates the technical
ship of ASTM International to determine documentation to reflect their suitabilwhether or not the membership accepts ity for drop-in SAF. So, OEMs will have
the specification. If any members vote not important documentation-revision work to
to accept the specification proposed by the perform once all stakeholders agree to the
task force, a process of adjudication would 100 percent drop-in SAF standard.
begin to address any conflicts.
“From a policy standpoint, it is importThe balloting and the potential subse- ant that we get the industry moving in
quent adjudication process could also take a harmonized way,” said Chris Lorence,
about a year in total to complete, he said. GE Aviation’s chief engineer. “Right now,
Even after the completion of that process, there are a number of different incentives
however, “there is still some work to do” and mandates in the UK, Europe, and the
before the 100 percent drop-in SAF stan- U.S. We would like to see a harmonization
dard can go into effect, said Andac.
effort to get the kind of production we’re
One important piece of work the task looking for.” That would allow the aviation
force must pursue centers on “targeting a industry to meet its goals of producing 3
way to get to the 100 percent drop-in stan- billion gallons of SAF annually by 2030 and
dard by blending synthetic components,” 35 billion gallons annually by 2050, replacsaid Andac. (The 100 percent drop-in SAF ing all fossil fuel-derived jet fuel.
z
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NEW KRYY Hangars Coming S o on!
On your next visit to Metro-Atlanta, give Hawthorne Global Aviation Services
KRYY a try. The new choice for business aviation in Atlanta!
•

Longest general aviation runway in
Metro-Atlanta at 6,300 ft.

•

Only dedicated general aviation US
Customs facility in Metro-Atlanta

•

Most convenient freeway access of all
Metro-Atlanta airports

Long Island (KISP)
Chicago (KPWK)
Atlanta (KRYY)
Eau Claire (KEAU)
Tuscaloosa (KTCL)
Sioux City (KSUX)

Contact Us Today!
FBO: 770-422-4300 | Email: kdennison@hawthorne.aero

NEW 30,000 sq. ft. KPWK Hangar Coming SOON !!!!
On your next visit to the 10th busiest GA airport in
the country give Hawthorne Global Aviation
Services KPWK a try!
Soon to be a total of 87,000 sq. ft. heated Hangar
capacity accommodating the largest of business jets.
* State of the art amenities / accommodations
* Convenient freeway access
* U.S. Customs services

Contact Us Today:
FBO: 847-325-0566
Email: dannin@hawthorne.aero
Long Island (KISP)

Expert Opinion

Stopped in my tracks!
A recent industry article continues to resonate in my head and, quite frankly, still
makes my stomach churn. The author,
James Albright—who’s also a pilot—was
writing about integrating new hires into
the flight department.
It was an excellent article until I hit
this passage, “You may be surprised that
some in your flight department have deepseated prejudices against certain types of
pilots. As archaic as it may sound, I still
encounter pilots who vow to never fly with
female pilots.”
This last sentence is what stopped me in
my tracks, and it left me thinking about the
issue for days. I was hopeful those biases
had long since been put to rest. That’s when
I knew it would be the topic for my next blog.

IS THIS STILL HAPPENING?

Within the last 10 years, a female pilot we
worked with shared that she flew only with
two out of about six pilots in her department. The reason: because their wives
wouldn’t allow it. And, to maintain harmony, the chief pilot only scheduled her
with himself and one other pilot.
In another instance, we introduced
a very accomplished female former Air
Force pilot to one of our clients. They
interviewed her and wanted to hire her. Yet
when they discussed it within the department, one of the pilots said that there was
no way he would fly with her because his
wife would never go for it. So they quickly
dropped her from consideration. (And we
just as quickly dropped them as a client!)
Perhaps those wives really did object.
Or maybe it was the pilots who chose
to use that excuse as a means of hiding
their own objections. Whichever the case,
no employee or spouse should have that
much power over a work schedule. Not
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B Y S HE R Y L B A R D E N
C E O AV I AT IO N P E RS O N N E L I N T E R N AT IO N A L

 Let’s not shut out
half of the qualified
candidates because
men don’t have the
courage, will, or decency
to fix this problem. 
to mention, have control over who to hire
based on their gender, or, for that matter,
their race or sexual orientation.
As the boss, the way to handle this situation is to say, “That is not appropriate here,
and if you feel that way, this is no longer the
place for you to work.” Believe me, your HR
partner will have your back on that statement.

THE WORKPLACE IS CHANGING

Today nearly every business aviation
department is encouraged—if not under
pressure—to hire for diversity in all ranks
of aviation, especially pilots. Yet, according to the FAA, we’re still running in single
percentage digits for female ATP pilots.
Despite the low numbers of female aviators, I’m proud that business aviation is
truly leading the correction to this statistic. In 2021, more than a third of NBAA’s 40
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Under 40 pilot recognitions went to women.
Further, all of the women pilots I’ve
talked to have said that, for the most part,
they have had fantastic male champions. So
here is a shout out to all of you who have
supported, championed, and lifted up the
next generation, be they women or other
underrepresented members of our industry.
Whether or not you know it, you are an ally.
Being an ally requires you to use your
voice. As a manager, peer, or subordinate, I
encourage you to stop the conversation in
its tracks. Have the courage to say, “What
you said or what you did is inappropriate.”

‘ANOTHER EMPTY KITCHEN’

Thankfully, the biases toward female
pilots are far fewer today. But systemic
issues remain.
In fact, just last year, airline captain Jenny
Beatty wrote a blog—“Another Empty
Kitchen”—compiling the awful things people have said to female pilots over the years.
I recently asked her if these comments are
still common. Sadly, her response was yes,
but they’ve gotten more subtle and devious.
Business aviation captain Kimberly Perkins once told me that an air traffic controller said to her over the radio, “Well,
another empty kitchen.” Incredibly, that
was in 2007.
Fast forward to 2019, Perkins, as part of
her doctoral research, polled 896 women
pilots to ask if they’d ever heard the
“empty kitchen” comment over the course
of their careers. Of those who responded,
13 percent said they had heard it directed at
themselves over their piloting career.
A newer female business aviation pilot
told me this: “I’m very fortunate regarding
the men I have flown with. But I’ve had
passengers be off-putting toward me and
continues on page 60 

SERVICE THAT GOES ABOVE
AND BEYOND
What makes a Stevens different? It’s a legacy of uncompromising
attention to detail, combined with a culture of hospitality. You see
it throughout our facilities: highly trained techs talking face-toface with customers. Whatever your needs, from comprehensive
maintenance to next-generation avionics, meticulous interiors,
and stunning paint, Stevens is a single source for unsurpassed
technical expertise, with a personal touch.

WE’RE GIVING AWAY $50K
WORTH OF MAINTENANCE AT NBAA IN ORLANDO!
COME SEE US AT BOOTH 4823 FOR A CHANCE TO WIN.

StevensAerospace.com | 800-513-9164 | 24/7 AOG - 833-4AOGHELP | Greenville SC | Nashville TN | Dayton OH

Y E A R S

AIN’s 50th anniversary look back: September
B Y CUR T E P S T E I N

AIN is celebrating its golden anniversary by highlighting select news from the archives over the past half-century.

(AIN October, 2004 p.6)
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global economic meltdown and defending
it against attacks by commercial aviation
advocates and others amid the persistent
threats of user fees. Through his superb
oratory skills he rallied his constituency
with introduction of the “No Plane, No
Gain” initiative, which linked the utility
and benefits of business aviation to the
success of companies, and provided critical
talking points to justify its use.

Signature set to be FBO titan
following Landmark deal

Then: Ed Bolen is having little trouble
settling in at NBAA headquarters in Washington, D.C. An old hand at carrying general aviation’s banner-beginning with a
stint as a Senate aide on Capital Hill and
continuing for almost a decade with the
General Aviation Manufacturers Association, NBAA’s new president is already well
versed in representing business aviation
to policymakers.

(AIN November, 2015 p.1)

Now: Bolen took over as president and
CEO of NBAA on Sept. 7, 2004 succeeding
Shelley Longmuir, who headed the organization for little more than a year after
the retirement of Jack Olcott. Bolen who
brought a wealth of Washington experience to the position, enters his 18th year at
the helm of the organization, and is now
its longest-serving president.
During his tenure, he has proven a
steady hand at NBAA’s tiller, steering it
and the business aviation community
through scorn in the aftermath of the

Then: BBA Aviation is betting big on a
business aviation resurgence with the
September 23 announcement of a $2.065
billion deal to buy Landmark Aviation
from The Carlyle Group. This would
make its Signature Flight Support subsidiary the world’s largest FBO chain.
Included in the deal are Landmark’s 68
FBOs in North America and Europe and
its MRO business, as well as its aircraft
charter and management division which
would give BBA its first involvement in
that segment.

Now: The deal was consummated in February 2016 and in one stroke eliminated
one of Signature’s two major rivals, while
cementing its position as the world’s largest aviation service provider. The transaction added 62 facilities to Signature’s
network after it was forced to divest at six
locations where Signature already had the
only other FBO. That parcel of six FBOs
became the nucleus of a resurgent Ross Aviation, which recently merged with Atlantic
Aviation to form the industry’s only other
mega-FBO chain.
A renamed and streamlined Signature
Aviation was itself sold last year to a consortium of private equity firms including Blackstone, Global Infrastructure Partners, and
Cascade Investment for $4.7 billion. Today,
between its wholly-owned and branded
partner locations, Signature counts more
than 200 facilities in its worldwide network
Watch AIN@50 videos on youtube.com\AINtvonline
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Trivia Question:

What was the first
non-airliner jet to receive an FAA
provisional type certificate?
a) Dassault Falcon 10, b) Lockheed JetStar,
c) McDonnell 220, d) IAI Westwind 1124
ANSWER C

Bolen prepares NBAA to meet
future challenges
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First flights in the past 50 years
These aircraft took to the skies for the first time during September and October, from 1972 through 2021

1972
1973
1974
1976
1978
1979
1983
1984
1985
1986
1988
1990
1994
1995
1996
2004
2005
2016

September 18 – Dornier Aerodyne
October 27 – Beechcraft Super King Air Model 200
September 25 – MBB Bö 106
September 11 – Bell 206 LongRanger
October 12 – Sikorsky S-72
September 12 – Cessna 425 Corsair/Conquest I
September 27 – Eurocopter AS355
October 17 – Cessna T303 Crusader
September 22 – Reims - Cessna F406 Caravan
September 17 – Avtek 400
September 21 – Dassault Falcon 900
September 19 – Gulfstream IV
September 23 – Piaggio P.180 Avanti
October 15 – MBB Bö 108
October 10 – Learjet 60
October 25 – Bell 430
October 7 – Learjet 45
October 13 – Bombardier Global Express
October 14 – Quest Kodiak
September 30 – ATG Javelin
October 8 – Cessna 700 Citation Longitude
a i n o n l i n e .c o m \ September 202 2 \ Aviation International News
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AIN Product Support Survey 2022
Part 2: Flight Deck Avionics, Cabin Management Systems, and Airborne Connectivity
B Y A I N S TA F F

In this year’s Product Support Survey, AIN
readers once again rated Garmin at the
top of the list in the Flight Deck Avionics
category, with an 8.9 Overall Average, up
0.3 from last year. The rankings replicated
last year’s results, with Collins Aerospace
in second place at 8.2, down slightly from
last year’s 8.3. Coming in third was Universal Avionics at 8.0, down 0.2 from

last year, followed by Honeywell at 7.6. AIN created last year to recognize this
In Cabin Management Systems, Gulf- increasingly important segment, climbing
stream took over the top spot at 8.0, up 0.1 0.2 from last year to reach an Overall Averfrom last year, followed by Textron Aviation age of 8.4. Gogo Business Aviation ranked
at 7.9. Collins Aerospace ranked in third second at 8.2, down 0.3 from last year, with
place at 7.5, down 0.4 from last year, followed Honeywell in third place with an Overall
by Honeywell and Lufthansa Technik at 7.0.
Average of 7.9, down 0.4 from last year.
Satcom Direct moved into first place in Collins Aerospace didn’t receive enough
the Airborne Connectivity category, which ratings to be compared to the others.

Garmin
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Great Service Stands Out!
Today’s operators have many choices when it comes to MRO services. And, as customer expectations
continue to change, you must provide good customer service. At West Star Aviation, we know GREAT service
can really set you apart.
West Star has reimagined our focus on our customers. In every department, at every level, our focus is on you.
With experience on the specific airframe you fly, no matter if you need paint, avionics, maintenance or interior
related services, we invite you to experience West Star Aviation service for yourself. We think you’ll be glad
you did.

weststaraviation.com
Falcon | Citation | Gulfstream | Learjet | Hawker | Challenger | Global Express | Embraer | King Air | Conquest

N BA A B O O T H # 1 6 3 5

Overall
Average
2022

Overall
Average
2021

Rating
Change
from 2021
to 2022

Cost per
Hour
Programs

Parts Availability

Cost of
Parts

AOG
Response

Warranty
Fulfillment

Technical
Manuals

Technical
Reps

Overall
Avionics
Reliability

Garmin

8.9

8.6

0.3

9.1

8.9

8.1

8.8

9.1

9.0

9.0

9.3

Collins Aerospace

8.2

8.3

(0.1)

8.3

8.1

7.1

8.1

8.6

8.0

8.4

8.7

Universal Avionics

8.0

8.2

(0.2)

7.7

7.9

7.2

8.0

8.2

8.3

8.3

8.2

Honeywell

7.6

8.1

(0.5)

7.4

7.5

6.3

7.7

8.3

7.9

7.9

8.1

Category & Overall
Average Ratings for
Avionics Systems

Flight Deck Avionics

Cabin Management Systems
Gulfstream Cabin
Management

8.0

7.9

0.1

7.6

7.9

6.8

8.5

8.6

7.8

8.5

7.9

Textron Aviation
Cabin Management

7.9

7.8

0.1

8.0

7.4

7.3

7.6

7.5

8.2

8.3

8.1

Collins Aerospace

7.5

7.9

(0.4)

7.5

6.9

6.3

7.7

7.9

7.6

8.0

7.7

Honeywell

7.0

8.3

(1.3)

7.0

6.4

6.3

6.6

7.4

7.3

7.7

7.2

Lufthansa Technik

7.0

7.4

(0.4)

7.0

6.5

6.0

7.4

7.6

6.8

7.0

7.4

Satcom Direct

8.4

8.2

0.2

7.7

8.3

7.4

8.9

8.7

8.3

9.0

8.6

Gogo Business
Aviation

8.2

8.5

(0.3)

7.4

8.2

7.1

8.3

8.3

8.0

8.9

8.5

Honeywell

7.9

8.3

(0.4)

7.5

8.2

7.2

8.0

8.1

7.6

8.2

8.1

Collins Aerospace *

8.7

8.3

0.4

8.6

8.8

8.6

9.0

9.2

8.9

8.6

8.4

Airborne Connectivity

* Total responses just below our threshold for direct comparison with other OEMs; ratings not included in bold scores. Ties listed alphabetically

SURVEY RULES AND METHODOLOGY
The objective of the annual Product Support Survey is to obtain from the users of business jets,
pressurized turboprops, and turbine-powered
helicopters statistically valid information about the
product support provided by avionics, connectivity,
and electronics manufacturers over the last year.
The goal is to encourage continuous improvement
in product support throughout the industry.

SURVEY TOOL
For the second year, the survey was conducted

20

via a questionnaire developed in partnership with
Rolland Vincent Associates, a Texas-based consultancy focused on aviation market research, strategy, and forecasting. The survey was created to
provide improved ease of use and to encourage
more participants to complete the entire survey.
The survey tool:
» Included Spanish and Portuguese versions.
» Asked respondents to evaluate one full
aircraft at a time including airframe, engines,
and avionics.

Aviation International News \ September 202 2 \ a i n o n l i n e .c o m

» Included clearer language and imagery around
the individual categories and the evaluation scale.

METHODOLOGY
AIN emailed qualified readers a link to the
password-protected survey website, which was
open from April 25 to June 10. Respondents
were asked to rate individual aircraft and provide the tail number, aircraft age, primary region
of service, and whether they used factoryowned or -authorized service centers, or both.

Respondents were also asked to rate, on a scale
from 1 to 10, the quality of service they received
during the previous 12 months in the following
categories (for avionics): Cost Per Hour Program;
Parts Availability; Cost of Parts; AOG Response;
Warranty Fulfillment; Technical Manuals; Technical Reps: Overall Product Reliability.

THE RESULTS
In total, 674 unique participants from 58 countries completed the survey, representing 1,793
aircraft and 141 aircraft models.
AIN noticed a decent decrease across the
board in survey responses after an increase last
year. Rolland Vincent Associates reviewed the
data to ensure accurate and valid responses.
The data specialist also compiled the final survey
results in close coordination with AIN.
Respondents were also asked to recognize
individuals who have provided them with exceptional product support and service. Select individuals are highlighted in this report.

RESULTS ANALYSIS
In analyzing the results of this survey, this year’s
scores were generally lower than last year
and even slightly lower than 2019 scores. Our
thoughts on this are:
» The survey period last year asked about May
2020 to May 2021, when certain business aviation segments flew considerably less than
usual. The May 2021 to May 2022 survey
period was almost the exact opposite, with all
business aviation segments flying more than
pre-pandemic years. More flying leads to more
unscheduled maintenance and demand on
support teams.
» Supply chain issues most likely created challenges in getting parts in a timely fashion to
keep aircraft flying.
» The post-pandemic time has seen an influx of
new aircraft owners and operators that may
have different service expectations.

THE PERFECT PLACE
FOR BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

COMING NEXT
The 2022 AIN Product Support Survey results
will conclude with the publishing of results
for turbine engine manufacturers in the October issue.

w w w. a m a c a e r o s p a c e . c o m
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GARMIN INTERNATIONAL
Garmin placed first in this year’s Avionics Product Support
Survey, with an Overall Average for Flight Deck Avionics
of 8.9, up from 8.6 last year, also first place, and with top
scores in every category. According to Lee Moore, Garmin
director of avionics product support, the company continues to fine-tune its avionics support efforts.
Recent efforts include adding dozens of new instructional
videos with new content to the Garmin YouTube channel,
which is linked to the e-learning section on the company’s
“flygarmin” website. “We’re trying to make things more convenient for our customers, installing dealers, and OEMs,”
said Moore. “We’ve also expanded our training team that
is responsible for much of the content in terms of video,
in-person training, and training catalog offerings.”
With in-person training, Garmin can come directly to a
client location and provide personalized training with experienced Garmin instructor pilots. The Garmin instructors do
not provide in-aircraft training, but rather use instructional
kiosks fitted with the latest Garmin avionics to “sit you down
and give you hands-on training on the ground,” Moore said.
A new section of the Garmin website is available to nonaffiliated equipment installers where they can gain access to

documentation, training, and FAQs. Dealers can continue to
access the online Dealer Resource Center for all the data and
documentation needed to perform installations.
This information is not available to the general public
because Garmin uses it in part to train dealers and provide them and end users with a “better experience for the
installer and ownership experience for the customer,” Moore
said. Telephone service representatives also now have access
to actual Garmin equipment as opposed to simulators or
representations. “They are using real equipment to help you
through whatever problem you have,” Moore said.

COLLINS AEROSPACE
Collins Aerospace, rated second with an Overall Average of
8.2 for Flight Deck Avionics, has been able to weather the
unique challenges of the past few years by focusing on working with suppliers on resolving supply chain issues and providing customers 24/7 support—including technical support,
repair support, and spares availability—and it has been able
to do that “with little to no interruption,” according to the
company. Many employees worked remotely during the pandemic, thanks to technology that Collins was able to put in
place to maintain support levels, and now the company is
returning to more normal employee travel and onsite activity. In the Cabin Management Systems category, Collins
received an Overall Average of 7.5, putting it in third place.
The business aviation segment has been a strong point for
Collins Aerospace and “has performed relatively well, driving
focus on our ability to achieve growing support needs.” To
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enhance its support capabilities, Collins Aerospace developed
new business and product performance analytics tools “to
drive improvements in more predictive, on-time solutions.”
It also prioritized expanding the customer base using its
performance programs such as the Collins Avionics Service

 Collins Aerospace continued

Program and Forward Exchange,
while continuing to invest in
MRO capacities.
A proactive approach to supply chain issues meant applying
strategic risk mitigation. One
example was setting up teams
to watch for upcoming problem areas such as semiconductor shortages, then figuring out
how to close any gaps. “We also
increased staff at several of
our locations and aggressively
worked alternative solutions to
keep us on schedule.”

UNIVERSAL AVIONICS
Tucson-based Universal Avionics received an 8.0 Overall
Average rating for a third-place
ranking for Flight Deck Avionics in this year’s survey.
In the first quarter, Universal
Avionics consolidated services
and support under one organization—Customer Services and
Support—pulling together technical support, support services,
technical publications, and training. “This was a great thing for us
to do,” said Robert Clare, director of customer services. “Each
department was under different
leadership. Now we’re under
one strategy for the services
organization and we’re able to
align the goals for the company
and align the services’ goals.”
One of the critical efforts
under the new organization

a i n o n l i n e .c o m \ September 202 2 \ Aviation International News
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 Universal Avionics continued

was to figure out how to take care of issues in the field
remotely. Due to the Covid pandemic, support experts
often couldn’t travel to customer sites, and in one particular
case, the installation of a Universal Insight display system in
Argentina needed some attention. The solution was the new
Universal Avionics virtual support system, using off-theshelf tools to do remote software updates, needed in this
case for the configuration of the Insight installation.
The pandemic, Clare said, “accelerated development of
these tools, and we were able to demonstrate we could help
troubleshoot, configure, and load new software for the installation. We’ve been fine-tuning it, and now we’re able to support over a dozen aircraft remotely.” Not only does this save
Universal technicians time, but the remote services help the
installer to get the job done quicker and the operator to get
in the air faster. And it is much more efficient than sending
people all over the world with a laptop for software upgrades.
“We’re looking to implement that with other products,” he said.
Also in the first quarter, Universal introduced 365 Remote
Assist, where a technician wearing a Microsoft HoloLens
mixed-reality headset can share their view of the work site

with Universal field service engineers at the company’s
Tucson headquarters. The Universal engineers can virtually pass along documents that the remote technician can
see inside the headset, all while discussing any issues and
resolving problems in real-time. “This has been a huge tool
for our field service engineers assisting multiple customers,”
Clare said. “You could use a mobile device, but the HoloLens
takes it to a new level.” This includes performing inspections, assisting with ground-test procedures, and configuring avionics.
Also in the past year, Universal launched a new department called Support Services, which consolidates the administration of database services, repairs, exchanges, rentals,
loaners, used parts sales, and extended warranties. “By consolidating, we were able to streamline processes through
all these services,” Clare said. ”If someone calls, things
are more aligned from a process standpoint. It minimizes
bouncing around calls and makes the experience as best as
possible.” Cross-training of personnel in Support Services
also helps ensure that problems get handled quickly instead
of being passed around to find the right person.
Technical publications are transitioning to a more
dynamic, real-time updating system to make the distribution of new information faster and eliminate static publications that are published periodically.
Also launched in August was the new customer onboarding campaign, designed to help explain everything a new customer needs once they join the Universal family and to make
sure the lines of communication are open. It starts with a
personalized message from Clare, then shares contacts in
all the applicable departments and information on where to
find services and support. “We want to make it a seamless
customer journey once they decide to buy,” said Clare.

HONEYWELL AEROSPACE
Honeywell this year was rated at 7.6 Overall Average for
Flight Deck Avionics, 7.0 for Cabin Management Systems,
and 7.9 for Airborne Connectivity.
To continue improving product support, Honeywell has
been modernizing its information technology architecture
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and refining the self-service portal that is the primary interface for dealers, owners, and operators of aircraft equipped
with Honeywell avionics, cabin electronics, and airborne
connectivity equipment.
“We’ve made a number of enhancements over the past

 Honeywell Aerospace continued

year,” said Tim Valente, senior director of customer and
product support for business and general aviation in the
Americas. The portal allows users to track orders, receive
quotes, update Maintenance Service Plan hours, issue
payments, and view technical publications. “These are all
getting revamped,” he said. “We’re doing it in stages and
trying to make it all much more seamless.”
The jump in flight hours during and after the pandemic
led to recent hiring for the AOG team, including 10 more
people at the end of July. “With flight hours up, we need
more support in the back office,” he said.
Customer support managers, meanwhile, are responsible for working with dealers and operators, and they have
been assigned key specific dealers and regions, Valente said.
“We tried to get the teams better aligned with the dealers
and operators. They’re doing a lot of outreach.” For example, when Honeywell issues a new service information letter
that will affect a customer, he added, “my team proactively
reaches out.”

Honeywell is also tapping into virtual reality tools to
speed up troubleshooting and help customers solve problems. Field service engineers can use Honeywell’s “Techsee”
process to show the aircraft and the problem to someone at
the technical operations center in Phoenix.
“Sometimes it’s easier to see things,” Valente said. “It’s still
in the early stages. We’re constantly assessing technology to
see if it’s something new and novel that we can adopt.”

EXPECTATIONS
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 Honeywell Aerospace continued

To keep operators current, Honeywell also publishes an
extensive series of videos on everything from how a new
avionics feature works to complying with a service letter
and more. Monthly newsletters provide updates on product
support initiatives.
Like all OEMs, Honeywell is dealing with supply chain
issues. “It’s industry-wide,” said Valente, “and we’re taking
an all-hands-on-deck approach.” This means that everyone
from company leaders on down is working with vendors to

resolve supply problems, expedite parts, and find new suppliers. Examples of this include a recent improvement in
the timely supply of components for Honeywell’s JetWave
satcom system, helping ensure on-time delivery of JetWave
installations. In another case, Honeywell worked closely
with a vendor for FMS control subcomponents.
“We want to solve this, not just in the short term but the
long term,” he said. “We want to fix it once and for all if at
all possible.”

GULFSTREAM AEROSPACE
Gulfstream has been designing its own cabin management “secure a new generation of technical talent,” he noted.
systems and providing airborne connectivity for many years
As for supply chain issues, Zimmerman admitted that there
and makes them available for both new and legacy aircraft. are challenges, he said, “but it has not significantly impacted
The company’s Overall Average rating for Cabin Management our business, and we continue to work closely with suppliers
Systems was 8.0, putting it in first place in this category.
to ensure a robust product support infrastructure and logistics
“Our strategy is designed to provide the best cabin expe- base.” Gulfstream has invested more than $1 billion in parts
rience in the industry,” said Derek Zimmerman, president inventory located worldwide and also in its own repair and overof Gulfstream customer support. “Once we design these haul capability. “Given the continued growth of our fleet and
solutions in-house, we work with our suppliers to integrate
customer demand,” Zimmerman said, “maintaining a strong
with existing aircraft systems.” This includes HD monitors, inventory of parts is incredibly important to ensure that the
Bluetooth, cabin flight maps, “and other interfaces that pro- right items and quantities are available to address immediate
vide elevated entertainment and connectivity experiences.” customer needs and help keep our fleet flying around the world.
To enhance support for new and existing customers, Gulfstream has been hiring more personnel worldwide as well as investing in training.
This not only helps ensure new employees get
onboarded properly but also helps Gulfstream
TEXTRON AVIATION

Textron Aviation received an Overall Average of
7.9 and second place in Cabin Management Systems this year. With thousands of Cessna Citation jets and Beechcraft King Air turboprops in
the field, the company has a deep pool of legacy
aircraft to support, many with outdated cabin
management systems. “[We want] our customers
to know that we hear them and understand their
needs,” said Brian Rohloff, senior v-p of customer
support. The company is constantly looking for
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TEXTRON AVIATION
 Textron Aviation continued

solutions for obsolete systems and ways to improve its cabin
management systems. “Our goal is to deliver reliable and
capable systems at a competitive price,” he said.
To help customers learn about these new products and
options, Textron Aviation created an online catalog of
available modifications, searchable by aircraft model. Customers can also review and approve work as well as request
new work while their aircraft is in the shop using the new
Textron Aviation Service app’s service management portal.
These improvements were driven by customer feedback.
Textron Aviation has been expanding with the addition
of about 100 people per month “to support the increased
demand for business aviation and its related support
and maintenance needs,” Rohloff said. In a recent move,
STCs were issued covering installation of Gogo’s Avance
L-5 high-speed air-to-ground connectivity system in the
CJ3/CJ3+ and CJ4. Textron Aviation is also offering new

options for cabin LED lights and other cabin upgrades.
Bolstering inventory is one way that Textron Aviation service centers have tackled supply chain issues, but the company’s customer support team also communicates “with the
global parts distribution and supply chain teams to ensure
that needed parts are on order or made available to return
aircraft to customers in a timely manner,” Rohloff said.

LUFTHANSA TECHNIK
Lufthansa Technik (LHT), which manufactures the Nice HD
cabin management system for both forward-fit and retrofit
markets, has focused on optimizing product support during the
past year. The company has long provided 24/7 first-level support for business aviation customers. Its Overall Average rating
for Cabin Management Systems in this year’s survey was 7.0.
Last year, LHT opened a new parts stocking location in
Miami with a healthy inventory of business aircraft LRUs.
At its Hamburg, Germany headquarters, LHT has added to
the stock of AOG inventory. To improve second-level support, LHT has added Nice system engineers in Europe and
North America. Online training has been enhanced, with
new on-site and online training available for OEM installers,
field representatives, and business aircraft operators.
Like other aviation electronics providers LHT has been
dealing with supply chain issues.
“We early on assumed that the worldwide procurement
crisis on semiconductors and several other raw materials
could also put supply chains of electronics manufacturers
under pressure,” Hinnerk Noelker, senior director OEM

engineering and operations, original equipment and special
aircraft services, told AIN. “Thus, we have quickly established a dedicated purchasing task force with the goal of
mitigating supply chain issues before they affect our production. In addition, we can usually rely on the built-in
flexibility in our company’s worldwide purchasing network
for commercial aviation, that also helps us a lot to keep the
impact on our bizav customers at a minimum.” LHT also
took over some “steps of the manufacturing value chain, in
order to make sure that our network is flexible enough to
properly react to unforeseen supply chain events.”
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SATCOM DIRECT
Satcom Direct has equipment installed on 8,000 aircraft
worldwide and has experienced “exponential” growth over
the last 25 years. The company’s Overall Average for Airborne
Connectivity systems, 8.4, put it in first place in this category.
According to Michael Skou Christensen, the company’s
chief commercial officer, a large part of that growth is tied
to customer support. “The best product we have is our support team. It’s absolutely the reason why we’ve been able to
compete with multi-billion-dollar conglomerates that want
us out of business, and the reason why we still prevail and
beat them. We have customers that choose us not only for
the great products that we have but because of our people.
It’s one thing to have the right technologies, but to have
the right people to provide that technology to the clients is
everything for us,” he said.
“We continue to invest in people and look at how we can
empower them to do their jobs better,” he said. “We focus
on training and accountability. The level of accountability
that goes with being in our support team is very stringent.
We nurture a certain mentality that the customer is at the
center of what we’re doing. We are always looking at how
can we use technologies to empower clients.”
And that means keeping it simple, Christensen said. “Our
company was founded because satellite communication
was too cumbersome and complex for the users. We took a
look at that technology and presented users with intuitive
and clever products so they could get whatever they wanted

whenever they wanted it. We consult with our customers to
help them make the right choices among all the choices that
are available to them” in terms of satellite services, terminals, software, and antennas.
Focusing on data distribution within the cabin after the
technology is installed is a key component that drives Satcom
Direct customer satisfaction, he said, especially as aircraft
become more data-centric. Turning that big data into real-time
operational efficiency is a big piece of what Satcom Direct now
offers customers on top of basic satcom services. During the
flight, passengers are less concerned about the type of satellite
service onboard, whether it be Ka- or Ku-band service from satellites in GEO, MEO, or LEO orbits as opposed to the end-user
experience onboard, Christensen said.

GOGO BUSINESS AVIATION
It’s been two years since Gogo Business Aviation separated year on “just improving a lot of smaller things,” he said.
from the airline-focused part of the airborne connectivity “For the last 12 months, it’s mostly been about ‘sharpening
and since then, installations of its Avance L3 and L5 air-to- the blade.’”
ground systems have accelerated. This year, Gogo’s Overall
That means more than just adding incremental improveAverage for Airborne Connectivity was 8.2, putting it in sec- ments, however, and Gogo has shifted to trying to solve
ond place.
many more problems proactively, instead of waiting for
The company has already delivered 1,300 units this year, the customer to call. To be more proactive, Gogo recently
up 50 percent year-over-year, according to Dave Glenn, rolled out its Aircat system, which uses algorithms to examsenior v-p customer operations. To support all the exist- ine information between Avance LRUs and Gogo’s neting and new customers, Gogo has been focusing in the past work. If performance is suboptimal, Gogo will reach out to
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 Gogo Business Aviation continued

the customer and arrange for a repair before it gets worse.
Using Aircat, Gogo support personnel are resolving about
30 support tickets a month, well before they cause service
interruptions. “We’re getting more proactive with brains
built into our platform,” Glenn said.
Gogo’s Dash system is assisting customers too, by helping them customize their in-cabin networks. For example,
an operator might set up a system so that only certain passengers can access data-intensive content like video streaming while others might be restricted to email and light web
browsing, to help manage bandwidth costs.
For support personnel, Gogo has added improved tools
to help them obtain information from LRUs, he said, “so
they can get to the root of the problem quicker, to improve
response. That’s the big focus,” giving customers tools so
they can better use their Gogo systems and for their maintenance directors to help isolate problems proactively.
Because Gogo’s former network operations center in Chicago remained with the divested commercial business, the
company built a new business operations center at its headquarters in Broomfield, Colorado. “Now instead of sharing
with commercial, it’s solely focused on business aviation
customers,” Glenn said. The center, which opened August 3,
houses not just network operations but also tech support,
applications engineers, and others who can help resolve
customer issues quickly, he said, “by having everybody sitting in that same space.”
In the center, 16 large monitors show various operational

reporting metrics. “We can show the customer all the different things we’re looking at to keep them up and running,”
he said.
While 60 percent of Gogo in-service products are classic
systems, Gogo expects Avance systems to reach 50 percent
fairly soon. All systems are still supported, Glenn said.
To achieve the recent rapid growth in new Avance installations, Gogo was able to order parts well in advance to
avoid supply chain issues. “We’re working with our partners
on the logistics side,” he said, “and they’re doing a fantastic
job. We’re really proud of what our production operations
team has accomplished.”

ABOVE & BEYOND
Tony Vaeth (Garmin)

Jiri Huml (Honeywell)

Tony is always willing to go above and beyond to help keep us in
the air. He's helped our team troubleshoot at night, on weekends,
and even after hours from his child's baseball game. He never
hesitates to put the customer first and is why I will forever be
loyal to Garmin.

We are always glad to work with Mr. Jiri Huml. He always does
a great job and works until his customers are satisfied or he
finds them an alternative way. His communication and attitude
is a very good example to all OEM customer support teams.

William Jones (Satcom Direct)
Joe Higgins (Honeywell)
Joe provides us with terrific tech support on what seems to be a
24/7 basis.

Exceptional focus on his clients, going above and beyond to meet
the clients’ needs, always available.
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St. Barth Airport: very small, very busy
B Y CUR T E P S T E I N

For one of the smallest airports in the
world, Gustav III Airport (TFFJ) on the
Caribbean island of St. Barthélemy (AKA
St. Barth, or St. Barts), punches way above
its weight class in terms of activity. Long
a playground for the jet and yacht set, the
French overseas collectivity, which has
less than 10,000 inhabitants, draws hundreds of thousands of visitors to its exclusive shores each year, most of which arrive
by aircraft.
It is an irony that those who fly their
private jets to the Caribbean
cannot land them at St. Barth
due to the airport’s single
2,100-foot-long, 60-foot-wide
runway, which can only accommodate aircraft up to a 19-seat
DHC-6 Twin Otter. However,
a notable exception is the

Douglas DC-3, which once successfully
landed there years ago.
Private jet passengers typically land at
another island with a larger airport and
take one of several scheduled or charter
air services such as Tradewind Aviation,
Winair, St. Barth Executive, or St. Barth
Commuter, for the short hop to TFFJ. St.
Maarten/Saint Martin serves as the source
of much of the traffic, with as many as 100
private jet arrivals a day during peak periods and 80 percent of those passengers

heading on to St. Barth. It is a geopolitical
quirk that trips to St. Barth from Princess
Juliana International Airport (70 percent
of the traffic) are considered an international flight, while those from Grand Case
on the French side of the island, under the
same jurisdiction as St. Barth, are considered domestic.
The island sees its peak season from
the end of November through March, and
during the past several years of the pandemic, it came to be viewed as an oasis
from the concerns of Covid.
During peak traffic, the airport,
which only operates during daylight hours, will have up to 42
operations an hour, consisting
largely of Twin Otters, Cessna
Grand Caravans, or Pilatus
PC-12s operated by the four

 There have been some mishaps

CURT EPSTEIN

a long time ago, an overrun
here means you are pretty
much in for a little swim.

Gustav III Airport on St. Barthélemy offers an approach and landing so challenging, pilots must be specially qualified to perform it.
In addition to a steep descent between hills, aircraft must come to a stop on the 2,100-foot runway or end up in the waters of the Caribbean.
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major local carriers. On January 2 this year,
the airport tallied a new activity record
with 284 operations between 7 a.m. and
sunset, according to airport manager Fabrice Danet.
Given that extreme tempo, the airport
authority goes to great lengths to make
sure things go smoothly, as any service
disruptions could snarl the crucial aviation
link as well as travel plans for hundreds
of visitors. First and foremost, any pilot
intending to land at the airport must first
be specifically trained and evaluated on its
unique procedures before being allowed to
do so. In addition to its short runway, the
airport is surrounded on three sides by terrain and pilots must fly a steep approach
down to a notch between two hills. Arriving aircraft must also clear a road and traffic roundabout situated above the arrival
end of the runway as they descend. The
runway itself has a 2-degree downslope
heading down to St. Jean Bay, and as soon
as it touches down, the aircraft must be
brought to a stop in the brief distance
remaining or continue into the water.
Strong winds are also an occasional consideration. After coming to a stop, the aircraft must pivot 180 degrees and taxi back
up the runway to the short connector that
leads to the ramp.
“When you add all that, it makes it
interesting,” said Bertrand Magras, managing partner of St. Barth Commuter,
which operates a fleet of six Grand Caravans having just added its newest and
second EX model earlier this summer.
“It’s challenging but until the last minute
if something is not going as planned you
can always go around.” Magras acknowledged those challenges have had some
consequences over the years. “There
have been some mishaps a long time
ago,” he told AIN during a recent visit.
“An overrun here means you are pretty
much in for a little swim.” As a result,
the airport now requires re- evaluation
for pilots every six months. It also has its
own fire and rescue operation to quickly

handle any emergency situation and clear
the runway.
The airport’s ramp outside its diminutive terminal (complete with a miniature
baggage carousel) is divided into numbered and marked segments for a form of
flow control, and during heavy traffic periods, aircraft move through as if on a conveyor belt. There is no fueling service at
the airport, which was created in 1961, and
aircraft are expected not to linger on the
ground and occupy the limited and valuable parking space longer than 10 minutes
during crunch times. “We have 15 spots,”
said Danet. “I have tried my best to optimize the markings on the ground to make
autonomous entry/exit spots.”
While TFFJ has its own tower and controller, airspace heading into and out of the
airport, like at many of the small islands
in the region, is controlled by the tower
at Princess Juliana Airport, with the St.

Barth tower providing final approach and
runway clearance communications as well
as controlling the ground movements in
what can be an intricate ballet during peak
demand days.
St. Barth Commuter, since its founding in 1995 has transported half a million
passengers to or from St. Barth Airport. It
occupies the lone 4,300-sq-ft hangar on the
airfield, which is able to accommodate one
of its aircraft for maintenance at a time.
The company performs all of its aircraft
servicing, including engine swaps at the
facility. It offers approximately 20 scheduled flights a day between St. Maarten’s
Princess Juliana, and Grand Case airports,
as well as Guadaloupe and Antigua. Charter and medevac services are also offered.
In fact, medevac flights are the only nighttime departures permitted at TFFJ, and the
aircraft will then overnight at the destination (usually St. Maarten).
z
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Cruise faster or reduce fuel flows — the choice is yours!
Introducing Raisbeck’s EPIC Caravan for the Cessna
Caravan 208B, featuring a Forward Cargo Pod Fairing and
Dual Aft Body Strakes. The new system reduces drag in
all flight phases, offering operators the option to add 5+
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Best of times, worst of times
for aviation manufacturers
B Y K E R R Y LY N C H

The booming aircraft business has continued throughout the year with book-to-bill
ratios remaining well above 1:1 and in some
cases 2:1. Textron Aviation saw its backlog
swell by $700 million alone in the second quarter to $5.8 billion. This story was
shared by many manufacturers.
Yet in July, Pete Bunce, president and
CEO of the General Aviation Manufacturers Association, testified before the House
aviation subcommittee that “I have never
seen a time where the manufacturers and
maintenance organizations are under such
tough times.”
At the heart of his concerns is the workforce. The lack of workers, exacerbated by
a stubbornly persistent Covid pandemic, is
constraining the supply chain and prolonging certification schedules. This is affecting
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industry and regulators alike. CompoundAlso in July during its second-quarter
ing all of this is the Russia-Ukraine con- earnings release, Textron chairman and
flict. As a result, manufacturers have been CEO Scott Donnelly cautioned that the
unable to or cautious on their ramp-up supply chain is creating “headwinds” that
plans to meet demand. And in some cases, may push some Cessna Citation deliveries
these issues are causing aircraft deliveries into 2023 and soften Textron Aviation’s
to slip and certification schedules to slide. 2022 revenues by a few hundred million
In May, Dassault had announced a six- when compared with its guidance.
month schedule delay in the certification
During the aviation subcommittee hearof its wide-cabin Falcon 6X. Dassault chair- ing, Bunce praised Congress for passing
man and CEO Eric Trappier announced the the Aviation Manufacturing Jobs Protecdecision to push back market entry during tion Act, which provided a cost-sharing
EBACE, citing the supply chain.
program to preserve at-risk jobs. Without
Two months later, Gulfstream also it, he said, “we would’ve lost a lot of our
announced a six-month delay in its Gulf- skilled workforce.” Even so, Bunce added,
stream G700 program and in turn, a delay in “We’re down 20 percent in virtually every
the G800 program, pointing to the certifica- one of our factories,” including maintetion process not only of those aircraft but also nance technicians, manufacturing workers,
of a software change involving its G500/G600. and engineers.
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As for the supply chain, he acknowledged he said. “We’re working really hard.”
However, Covid continues to hit prothat it is a global problem, but aviation
is a little different because the FAA is so duction through the supply chain. While
immersed in the process. “It’s very difficult the company may be big enough to shift
to switch out things,” he remarked and cited around people when there are outbreaks,
as an example a manufacturer from Oregon its suppliers struggle during those times.
that waited eight months to get a response When smaller suppliers “lose a chunk
from the FAA “just to switch out one light of their workforce for a week,” he said,
bulb for another. And then the FAA told “they’ll slip a week on parts availability.
them they were going to have to recertify the Our guys do everything they can to mansystem.” While that situation was resolved, age those inefficiencies. They’re constantly
“that’s what industry is facing right now.”
working this.”
Compounding this is something Bunce
said he has not seen in his experience
before with the FAA: “The bureaucracy is
grinding the industry to almost a halt.” He
said the issue starts with a vast turnover in
the ranks of engineers and technical specialists at the FAA.
“A lot…are brand new to their jobs; 40
percent have less than three years of regulating. Then they’re working at home,”
Bunce said. “Now when they’re working at
P E T E BU N C E
P
R
E
S
ID
E
N T A N D C E O, G A M A
home, they can’t collaborate together. They
can’t talk to one another. They’re sending written notices to each other that just
slows down the process, but worse than
anything else is the funnel; all goes now to
FAA legal and that funnel is clogged.”
All of this is creating a “perfect storm,”
Bunce said.
Donnelly noted how Textron Aviation
is trying to ramp up production “given
the very strong demand environment,”
but said that is a more difficult process in
light of the supply-chain issues and related
disruptions, he said. “So, I think we’ll
Donnelly added he doesn’t think the sitprobably be a little light on revenue. We’ll uation is getting worse, but “unfortunately,
probably miss some deliveries as things we haven’t seen it get dramatically better.”
push into 2023.”
As a result, Textron Aviation is remaining
He added the company has been hir- cautious on its delivery plans to ensure it
ing to bring additional staff on board and can meet customer commitments, he said.
working with suppliers to help meet the
Trappier echoed similar thoughts during
ramp in production. This includes hold- the release of Dassault Aviation’s firsting hiring fairs and recruiting to add “100 half results in July. “When you look at the
people or so a month.” But this takes time, orders historically, they’re quite strong. So,
and training must follow hiring. “It’s a we’ll have to increase our pace and ramp
sizable number of people that we need up. And the supply chain is still concerning
to bring on board to support that ramp,” us,” he said.

 I have never

seen a time where
the manufacturers
and maintenance
organizations are under
such tough times. 

As for Covid, he noted that company
officials thought it was behind them but at
the beginning of the year “we were still hit.”
Workers went remote again and countries
such as China closed borders again.
“We had a lot of difficulties because of
the Covid crisis and therefore we were a
bit behind schedule,” he added, noting this
played into the company’s decision for the
6X. “We would rather take more time to
make sure that we have the certification and
the capacity to deliver the first aircraft. So
the commissioning was put off to mid-2023.”
Boeing Commercial Airplanes president
and CEO Stan Deal also pointed to difficulties in hiring in the first place to ramp back
up from slowed production rates.
Deal said during the recent Farnborough Airshow, “When we started our rate
plan—and almost every industry is in this
position—we underestimated the effect of
bringing human capital back into the system.
Largely that is one of the major contributors
of supply chain performance today. It hasn’t
come back as fast. Labor that had left the
market hasn’t returned as anticipated.”
This has brought a new learning curve,
he continued. But a second issue he cited
is a rise in chip shortages, which is constraining avionics suppliers. And engines
have been another constraint, Deal said.
In fact, Pratt & Whitney (P&W) discussed
during Farnborough its plans to increase
output but the difficulties behind that.
P&W president Shane Eddy said the
engine maker acknowledged earlier this
year that it hadn’t kept up with its delivery commitments to Airbus. “It’s no secret
around the industry…there are real issues
with the labor force out there as the economy’s recovering,” he noted.
Eddy, however, was encouraged that by
the second quarter, P&W’s output “was
largely where we had said it was going to
be. So, we are trending toward recovery.”
He added a sentiment that has been
shared by many: “Certainly, we’re not
happy about the position that we’re in
right now.”
z
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Aerospace needs top talent for green future
BY CHARLES ALCOCK

expectations of rapid paybacks for bets
Aerospace and defense companies need percent of the current $14.7 billion total.
to urgently recalibrate their approach to
Robin Riedel, co-lead for the McKinsey on what it more widely referred to as the
recruiting and retaining skilled employ- Center for Future Mobility, said during AAM sector. “The reality is these [eVTOL]
ees or risk a worsening brain drain with the Farnborough Airshow that his team is machines have yet to enter service, and
talent gravitating to other technology sec- seeing a longer-term “portfolio approach” regulations [need to be] qualified by the
tors, according to a new report published to investments in sustainable technology, authorities and the ground infrastrucby management consultant McKinsey & including efforts to achieve rapid improve- ture established,” he told AIN. “Progress
Company. It says an industry with 50,000 ments in new propulsion systems, as well is being made but the anticipated launch
unfilled positions is losing staff at a rate 6 as efforts to launch supersonic and hyper- dates [generally around 2024 and 2025]
are ambitious. It is more likely that initial
percent higher than other sectors and at the sonic flight.
same time is losing out in recruiting new
In his view, it will take until the 2030s machines will serve useful cargo roles in
talent due to factors including a failure to for advanced air mobility (AAM) to become regions where terrestrial infrastructure
compete with tech companies’ pay rates an established market, and between 50 to is lacking.”
that, for example, typically
With sub-tier aerospace
run twice as high for softsuppliers facing urgent difware engineers.
ficulties relating to skills
But the skills deficit is just
shortages, inflated raw mateone of several challenges facrials costs, and diminishing
ing the industry, with McKreturns over the life of a coninsey and other experts urging
tract, Richter said OEMs and
companies to double down
Tier 1 suppliers are further
on urgent fixes for worsening
consolidating their customer
post-Covid supply chain issues
bases. “Sub-tier suppliers
and invest more aggressively
are often family-owned comto address the existential
panies who do not have the
threat posed to aviation if it
financial strength to weather
does not meet the acknowlongoing disruptions and
edged imperative to achieve
Skills deficits as well as low levels of pay are contributing to a staff loss rate
delays in the supply chain,”
net-zero carbon status.
of 6 percent compared to other industries, according to McKinsey.
he commented. “They may
find themselves squeezed
According to one of four
new reports issued by McKinsey, industry 80 percent of the start-ups involved in the and less well-placed to secure new confunding for what it calls future air mobil- gold rush will not achieve a return on their tracts which will, in turn, have them look
ity (FAM) has increased by 25 percent over efforts. But he is adamant that aviation to partnership or acquisition by bigger,
the last six months. After a period of heavy must rise to the environmental challenge complementary players. Rising inflation is
backing for new eVTOL aircraft, the com- or face the very real prospect that it could also influencing this trend.”
pany’s analysts now see a shift towards become a pariah, accounting for as much as
While the aerospace sector might be able
sustainable technology to be applied more 10 percent of global carbon emissions (five to overcome short-term headaches like its
broadly across the aerospace sector, includ- times current levels). “Storytelling is a big over-reliance on limited sources of some
ing conventional takeoff and landing aircraft challenge [for the industry] because at this key materials like Russian titanium and
that could be powered by battery electric, moment in time we still seem like a dirty insufficiently resilient supply chains, McKhybrid, and hydrogen propulsion systems. industry,” he concluded.
insey’s analysts repeatedly warned that the
Whereas eVTOL start-ups attracted 70
At investment bank Lazard, Michael industry’s talent deficit will increasingly
percent of the FAM capital available last Richter, managing director and global constrain growth and progress if it is not
year, McKinsey says that has dropped to 50 head of aerospace and defense, tempered urgently and creatively addressed.
z
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How LEO Enables Broadband
Connectivity in Business Aircraft
NBAABACE, ORLANDO, FL • OCTOBER 19, 2022 • 121:30 PM
WHAT YOU WILL LEARN:

• LEO + Small Electronically Steered Antenna = Low latency,
high-speed broadband, for virtually any business
aircraft anywhere globally.

HOSTED BY:

• Hear directly from the experts who are bringing
LEO connectivity to business aircraft from turboprops and
super light jets to ultra-long range large cabin jets.
Shuaib Shahid, Gogo’s director of international
sales, holds the fuselage-mounted antenna that
will enable Gogo’s global broadband service.

Speakers will be
announced soon!

• It’s compact: all you need is one AVANCE LRU, Gogo’s
ESA antenna, a single cable for power in, and a single
cable for data out.
• Learn how Gogo’s LEO satellite solution changes everything.

Lunch will be served
??

SPONSORED BY:
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connect.ainonline.com/nbaa-lunch-2022

Legacy Tales

Hawker 4000s are bargains, but parts are costly
B Y M A R K HUBE R

K e l l y L o u s c h c a l l s t h e m h e r “ l i t- carbon-fiber fuselage mated to aluminum
Leading up to that time, Raytheon
tle children.”
wings. It can seat two pilots and eight to nine Aircraft foundered and was eventually
L o u s c h i s t h e d i r e c t o r o f M i d - passengers, and fly more than 3,300 nm at acquired with loads of leverage by an
Continent Aviation Services (MCAS) in 447 ktas with four passengers or about 3,040 investment banking consortium. It had
Wichita and her “children” are the surviv- nm at 470 ktas with six passengers.
renamed the company Hawker Beechcraft
ing fleet of 65 Hawker 4000
in 2006, a halcyon time for
super-midsize business jets.
the corporate jet business
MCAS is currently the leadthat would abruptly end a
ing independent support
couple of years later with
provider for the aircraft
the worldwide economic
following Hawker Beechcrash. Bankruptcy was inevcraft’s bankruptcy and the
itable and when it came in
subsequent acquisition of
2012, the value of the 4000
its assets by Textron Aviaaircraft, which sold new inition for $1.4 billion in 2014.
By the time the 4000 finally made its tially for $19.6 million, plummeted to little
In 1996, when the manufacturer, then way to customers in 2008, competitive more than the value of the engines bolted
known as Raytheon Aircraft, unveiled its products from Bombardier and Gulf- onto the back—about $3 million. Some
plans for the Hawker 4000 (initially called stream had substantial head starts and traded hands for as little as $1 million.
the Hawker Horizon), the super-midsize had been flying for years, and fractional
Lousch, then-director of products
market was ripe for the taking. The 4000 companies canceled early large orders and technical support on the 4000, and
featured an innovative filament-wound for the model.
much of her Hawker Beechcraft team

 Any aircraft ownership isn’t

without risk. But when you look at the
opportunity, the 4000 lets you get into a
super-midsize for $5 million or less... 
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that worked on it were dismissed. Hawker In addition, hourly maintenance programs we knock it out immediately and repaint it.”
Beechcraft, which emerged from Chap- are still available for the engines and auxLanding gear and brakes are another
ter 11 as Beechcraft Corp. in early 2013, iliary power unit from Pratt & Whitney tripping point. Early serial number airhad discontinued production of its jet Canada and the Primus Epic avionics craft have landing gear that must undergo
lines—including the Hawker 4000—and from Honeywell.
heavy service or replacement every 3,200
shuttered the Little Rock service and comLousch said owners who scooped up cycles. Textron is working to double that
pletion center that largely supported it.
“bargain priced” 4000s typically run into interval, but for some customers a gear
After Textron acquired the company trouble if they don’t understand the main- overhaul can be a $300,000 hit—or more.
a year later, it decided against resuming tenance requirement of the aircraft and its Brakes are another issue. They can be exorproduction of the aircraft and instead took idiosyncrasies. “You’re still supporting an bitant if an entire set needs to be replaced,
some of the 4000’s technology and mor- $18 to $20 million aircraft.”
Lousch cautioned.
phed it into a new, mostly metal
Prices of parts, in general, on
Cessna Citation Longitude.
the 4000 are typically higher
Hawker 4000 customers “rode
than comparative aircraft in part
the rollercoaster of [Hawker
as a byproduct of how Hawker
Beechcraft’s] bankruptcy and
Beechcraft negotiated with the
took a huge hit,” Lousch said. “It
4000’s suppliers, Lousch noted.
created a lot of distrust and dis“Parts pricing is through the
satisfaction. Some of them shed
roof. Some of these parts are
their aircraft after they had taken
unique to the 4000 and they are
full deprecation after seven years.
provided by vendors who were
Those customers were angry.”
hurt very badly in the bankruptcy.
The situation created an
The 4000 was a risk-sharing proopportunity for buyers lookgram and a lot of these vendors
ing to get into a super-midsize
provided parts below the cost of
bizjet for essentially peanuts
production in the hope that they
and an opportunity for Lousch
were going to make it up in the
and her team of 30 at MCAS to
aftermarket. And once the banksupport it. “We’re kind of a oneruptcy hits, all these contracts
stop-shop. We can do everything
are null and void. So the only
from unscheduled maintenance
way for these vendors to recoup
and AOG support, technical supMid-Continent Aviation Services in Wichita, Kansas, has become
their investment is to really jack
port, scheduled maintenance,
the go-to shop for Hawker 4000 maintenance.
up prices,” Lousch said.
modifications, and refurbishThe situation spurs the need
ment,” Lousch said. “Being located here
One of the counterintuitive issues to look for creative solutions to customer supin Wichita, we have a lot of people with for on a 4000 is corrosion where the car- port issues, she said. “It’s kind of like a
OEM backgrounds.”
bon-fiber fuselage sections are joined with game of Whac-A-Mole. You’re constantly
While Textron Aviation still supports metal splice ring bands. “A lot of people have monitoring the supply of the 10 to 15
the 4000, that support is understandably the assumption that it’s composite, so corro- things” the fleet needs the most.
not what it would be if more had been pro- sion is not a problem. In the majority of airBut overall, customers who maintain
duced. But because of the legalities of parts frames, that’s correct,” Lousch said. “But on their 4000s properly typically experience
certification, certain components for the the 4000, paint can crack around these rings good dispatch reliability, Lousch noted.
aircraft, such as windshields, can only be due to the thermal expansion of the rings “Any aircraft ownership isn’t without risk.
bought directly through Textron and not causing the paint in these areas to crack over But when you look at the opportunity, the
from the component manufacturer. Tex- time, pressurization, and temperature cycles. 4000 lets you get into a super-midsize jet
tron also has taken on the tasks of making And when the cracks grow, they can allow for $5 million or less. It’s definitely not
sure the aircraft gets certain updates such moisture to express to the metal. It’s an for everybody, but it is still a good aircraft
as service bulletins for ADS-B Out and area of concern that we focus on. If we see that is relatively young. It is a fantastically
controller-pilot datalink communications. some surface corrosion or paint bubbling, designed aircraft.”
z
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Tom Poberezny made Oshkosh
B Y M A R K HUBE R

EAA AirVenture 2022
On opening day of this year’s AirVenture,
the man who made it what it is today
departed this life. Tom Poberezny was 75.
His tenure at the helm of the Experimental Aircraft Association’s (EAA) AirVenture began in 1977 and he ran EAA from
1989 to 2011.
An industrial engineer by training, a
world-class aerobatic pilot by avocation,
and a leader by nature, he transformed
EAA’s annual gathering from a small county
fair into a glossy international happening
staffed by 5,000 volunteers, attended by up
to 650,000 visitors, and home to thousands
of aircraft over the course of a week in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
Under Poberezny, the show simply
known as “Oshkosh” became a polyglot festival of the strange and sublime: workshops,
seminars, lectures, rock concerts, a tent
city of junk peddlers called the “fly market,”
slick multimillion-dollar pavilions sponsored by the aircraft manufacturers, a dazzling array of cuisine that Gordon Ramsay
would never eat, and spectacular day and
night airshows. More than 40,000 attendees camp on the grounds. It is all there–
everything from the most modern business
jets to antique warbirds to basement-built,
single-seat, one-of-a-kind specials.
“It is not lost on us that Tom’s passing
occurred on the opening day of EAA AirVenture Oshkosh, the event he led into world
prominence as its chairman beginning in
the 1970s,” said Jack Pelton, EAA’s chairman
and CEO. “He will be greatly missed but
more importantly, he will be remembered
for all that he did for EAA and aviation.”
Born Oct. 3, 1946, Poberezny was a little
more than six years old when his parents,
Paul and Audrey, founded EAA in 1953 with a
small group of garage-based homebuilders in
the greater Milwaukee area. Paul Poberezny
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led the organization as president from its
founding until his retirement in 1989.
During this time, Tom Poberezny
obtained a bachelor’s degree in industrial engineering from Northwestern University in 1970 and went on to become
an accomplished aviator. He served on
the U.S. National Unlimited Aerobatic
Team that won the World Championship in 1972 and the following year he
won the U.S. National Unlimited Aerobatic Championship.
Poberezny also flew for 25 years as part
of the Eagles Aerobatic Team—which EAA

The annual EAA AirVenture show owes much of
its success to Tom Poberezny’s leadership.
said was “the most successful civilian precision flying team in history.”.
Helping to foster EAA’s growth along the
way, he brought strong ideas that left a permanent mark on the organization. He once
recalled that after his father had selected
Oshkosh as the organization’s new headquarters and museum, Paul Poberezny proposed constructing a low-cost metal pole
building to house it. His son agitated for
something better. “We had an argument,”
Tom Poberezny recounted, with his father
finally challenging him to “go do it.” And
he did, including organizing a successful
capital campaign to finance it. That led to
the construction of the EAA Aviation Center headquarters and museum complex at
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Wittman Regional Airport in Oshkosh.
In 1992, he co-founded the EAA’s “Young
Eagles” program, nurturing the next generation of pilots, aeronautical engineers, and
tinkerers. In a little more than 10 years
after the program’s founding in 1992, EAA
realized its goal of giving one million kids
an airplane flight by the centennial of powered flight on Dec. 17, 2003.
Working with EAA, Poberezny also led
the effort to develop and codify the light
sport aircraft category into the FAA regulations to make flying more affordable.
Over the years, EAA grew from a group of
enthusiasts to much more than that. Today
only 16 percent of EAAers build their own
airplanes—the remainder buy off the shelf,
collect antiques, restore warbirds, fly amateur
aerobatics or pursue some other sub-specialty
through the hundreds of local chapters scattered across the U.S, and around the world.
Today’s EAA literally has something for every
stripe of aviation enthusiast.
To be sure, Poberezny’s tenure at EAA
had its share of turbulence, especially
toward the end when he found himself at
odds with a board of directors he categorized as “having strong opinions.”
During his 2011 resignation speech,
Poberezny stood in front of the main air
show admission gate and talked about his
experiences with the EAA and AirVenture.
“The EAA is not an organization, it’s not a
business, it’s a way of life each one of us
lives in different ways. This is a field organization, it’s where the action is.
“The week before [AirVenture] is more
fun for me than the week of. I get to watch
everybody, watch it evolve, watch it build,
and watch the friendships. People who
haven’t seen each other for 51 weeks of the
year come back and act like they’ve never
been gone. That’s the fun part, the joy.
Don’t forget what a special place this is.”
Nor the man who made it so.
z
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Daher unveils larger, faster
Kodiak 900 turboprop
B Y M AT T T HUR BE R

EAA AirVenture 2022
At EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh, Daher
took the wraps off the newest member
of its single-engine turboprop family, the
$3.487 million Kodiak 900. Already FAA
certified, the Kodiak 900 joins the Kodiak
100 Series III in the French company’s
utility turboprop lineup, giving buyers the
choice between the original Kodiak design
or a faster, more efficient version with
improved performance. Delivery of the
first Kodiak 900 is scheduled for January
2023. EASA validation is expected shortly.
The most noticeable difference between
the Series III and Kodiak 900—besides a
3.9-foot fuselage stretch—is the latter’s
Daher’s new Kodiak 900 is longer and faster than the its predecessor, the 100 Series III.
wheel pants, which have been tested in a
variety of rough-field conditions. The 900 wing. “Every piece of ergonomics, whether
Daher has been working on the Kodiak
will not initially be available with floats, so flight deck or the back of the airplane, has in secret since 2016, with three test aircraft
the Series III will continue in production been addressed,” he said. One feature in the certification program. The prototo offer that option.
that isn’t changing is the Kodiak’s Garmin type first flew on Feb. 28, 2020, and the test
Aerodynamic improvements to the 900 G1000 NXi avionics, although its autopi- fleet accumulated more than 600 hours of
include a “clean up” of ducts, inlets, and air lot controls were moved to the top of the flying and 800 hours of ground runtime.
intakes, wheel fairings, flap track covers on instrument panel for improved access.
The Kodiak 900, said director of flight
the wing, and replacement of the external
While the 900 shares the same maxi- operations Paul Carelli, “performed well
pilot step with a foldable ladder. Adding mum range as the Series III—1,129 nm— beyond our expectations. Those wheel
to the 900’s improved efficiency is the air- it achieves this at a higher speed. Useful pants are absolutely bullet-proof. You can
plane’s Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6-140A load in the 900 is 3,630 pounds, up from remove them, but we kept them on for all
engine, which delivers 900 shp to 37 deg C, 3,530 in the Series III. The extra cabin of the testing, and they did perfectly on
150 shp more than the Series III’s engine. length allows for a double club seating rough terrain. The climb rate is unbelievThe airplane can carry a full load on take- interior configuration, with cabin vol- able.” During testing of skydiving operoff in hot-and-high conditions, said Nico- ume up by 20 percent to 309 cu ft. Multi- ations, the 900 was able to accomplish
las Chabbert, senior v-p of Daher’s aircraft directional Summit+ passenger seats with 11-minute cycles to 12,000 feet. For special
division. Rate of climb is 1,724 fpm.
quick releases allow for multiple config- missions operations, the 900 can loiter
The 900 is fitted with a new full-feath- urations—from the double club layout to at 85 knots for more than nine hours, he
ering, hydraulically actuated, five-blade all-forward-facing arrangement. Seats can added, “or spring to the area of responHartzell composite propeller. Specific fuel also be removed to accommodate more sibility at 210 knots. This is going to be a
consumption is 9 percent lower than the cargo or baggage, the company said. Each really exciting aircraft for general aviation
Series III. A significant new feature on the seat has amenity panels with USB-A and and special missions operations,” he said.
900 is single-point refueling, accessed via a -C ports, Lemo airplane-powered headset
“It’s always lots of emotion to have a new
port on the root on the bottom of the left jacks, cupholders, and phone holders.
baby,” said Daher CEO Didier Kayat.
z
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New aircraft, avionics shine
at EAA AirVenture

MATT THURBER

B Y M A R K HUBE R A N D M AT T T HUR BE R

Airplane parking in and around the North 40 surrounding Oshkosh’s Runway 09-27 filled up quickly at AirVenture 2022.

This year’s EAA AirVenture began under a international success it is today, head- center, and the EAA conference center.
cloud, both literally and figuratively.
ing up AirVenture beginning in 1977
Thirty-six hours before the show opened before taking charge of the entire orgaNEW/IMPROVED AIRCRAFT
on July 25, a line of thunderstorms tore nization in 1989.
Daher took the wraps off the Kodiak 900
through the show grounds at Oshkosh’s
Still, neither the weather nor the news turboprop single on opening day. The
Wittman Regional Airport, dinging the Air- could put a damper on this year’s show $3.487 million aircraft received FAA certiVenture gate, ripping a few exhibitor tents, that saw attendence grow by 7 percent fication in July and is a variant of the comtoppling trees, denting vehicles, damaging over last year to a record 650,000. As pany’s Kodiak 100 utility turboprop, with
a few airplanes and flipping over at least always, there were plenty of new things a 3.9-foot fuselage stretch, 210-ktas maxione other, and creating pools of that infa- to see among the more than 3,200 show- mum cruise speed, higher useful load, and
mous Oshkosh mud. Veteran showgoers planes and 800 exhibitors.
1,129-nm maximum range. Deliveries are
have seen worse—much worse. And everyplanned to start in January.
one seemed to take it in stride.
NEW EDUCATION CENTER
Cirrus Aircraft marked three decades of
Then just a couple of hours before Just ahead of the show, EAA opened a displaying aircraft at EAA AirVenture in
the show officially opened came word new education center. Located at the EAA 2022 as the company approaches the delivof the death of Tom Poberezny at age Aviation Museum’s Eagle Hangar, the ery of 9,000 of its popular aircraft models.
75. Although he officially resigned as 30,000-sq-ft facility is designed to further
More than 350 Vision Jets have been
EAA chairman in 2011, it was Poberezny, develop aviation education and training. delivered since FAA certification in Octowho perhaps has done more than any It features a Pilot Proficiency Center with ber 2016. The latest variant, the Vision
other individual to make AirVenture the 16 Redbird simulators, a youth education Jet G2+, adds 25 percent more takeoff
a i n o n l i n e .c o m \ September 202 2 \ Aviation International News
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and feature a Lycoming engine and stick
controls. The taildragger version will be
available with larger tundra tires, and
there will be an option for tricycle landing gear.
Kitplane maker Comp Air Aviation displayed its latest design, the model CA6.2, at
the show. The first flight is expected later
this summer. The aircraft features carbon
composite construction, a useful load
of 2,000 pounds, a cruising speed of 175
knots, a stall speed of 62 knots (full flaps),
and seating for six plus baggage. Power
will come from a single 350-hp Lycoming
IO-580-AC1A piston engine.
Stratos Aircraft returned to AirVenture
with its 716X in tow, as flight testing of the
single-engine very light jet (VLJ) kitplane
nears completion. The latest version of
the jet made its first flight on July 2, 2020,
and it has since logged 150 hours. Priced at
$3 million, the 716X is the forerunner to a
Part 23 version of the carbon-fiber aircraft,
which Stratos plans to bring to market in
the coming years. The dozen or so kits that
will be produced will help the company
refine the product.
France’s Elixir Aircraft made its U.S.
debut at the show, displaying its two-seat
piston singles, which are manufactured
with an injection molding process to make
monolithic structural components. Elixir is
hoping to secure U.S. Part 23 type certification for its $264,000 Rotax 912iS-powered

MATT THURBER

performance, Gogo in-flight connectivity, control or the 180-hp Lycoming IO-360new aesthetic options, and other upgrades MIA, which can burn mogas or avgas, and
such as the Flex cargo management sys- a 215-hp Lycoming IO-390 that runs on
tem and a battery minder. Additionally, the 100LL avgas.
company has sold more than 8,500 of its
Textron unit Pipistrel displayed its PanSR-series piston singles since certification thera and plans to seek full EASA IFR cerin 1998 and recently announced contin- tification for the four-seat, single-engine
ued upgrades for new-production models, aircraft equipped with a Lycoming IO-540
including up to nine more knots of cruise engine and Garmin G1000 Nxi avionspeed, more convenience features, addi- ics. The aircraft is currently flying under
tional exterior paint colors, and more inte- an experimental license. The low-wing,
rior leather options.
retractable gear aircraft has a range of 955
Piper Aircraft marked its 85th anniver- nm and a cruising speed of 200 knots. It
sary at AirVenture and announced that it features gull-wing passenger doors and
is seeking approval for its M600 single- a removable back seat for extra baggage
engine turboprop to operate from rough space. Pipistrel will continue development
and unpaved surfaces, such as rural land- work on a hybrid-electric-powered version
ing strips from the FAA by the end of this of the Panthera.
year. The M600’s Garmin G3000 avionics
Pipistrel also said it plans to promote
have also been upgraded with SafeTaxi 3D its two-seat, all-electric Velis Electro for
imagery of the airport ground environment. the flight-training market and will seek
Tecnam’s new P2010 Gran Lusso was FAA certification validation. The aircraft
on display. The high-wing, single-engine has already been certified by EASA and the
piston, four-seater features a luxury inte- UK’s Civil Aviation Authority (CAA).
rior with electrically-adjustable seats,
Van’s Aircraft introduced its newest kit
leather upholstery, carbon-fiber insets, design, the RV-15, and marked its 50th
and an all-new center power quadrant. year in business. The RV-15 is a high-wing
The flight deck houses a Garmin G1000 taildragger designed for backcountry flyNXi suite that includes the GFC 707 auto- ing. An engineering prototype is already
pilot with Garmin electronic stability and flying; however, the company is not takprotection and GCU 475 FMS keyboard. ing orders just yet. Certain things are
Available powerplants include the Conti- already known about the aircraft, which
nental 170-hp turbocharged CD-170 die- was teased in a video released before Airsel engine with single-lever fadec power Venture: it will be all-metal construction

At 210 knots, the Kodiak 900 ups the speed ante for utility turboprops.
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Pipistrel aims to receive full IFR certification for the sleek Panthera.

Ampaire flew the hybrid-electric EEL from California to Oshkosh.
model. It secured CS-23 approval from
EASA in March 2020.
The Ampaire hybrid-electric EEL
demonstrator aircraft flew into Oshkosh. The trip from California included
the longest nonstop flight ever made by
a hybrid-electric aircraft—986 nm. Based
on the Cessna 337 Skymaster, the EEL is a
parallel hybrid, retaining one conventional
piston engine and one independent electric drivetrain.

POWER, PROPELLERS,
AND AVIONICS

Hydroplane showed its modular 200kW hydrogen fuel cell powerplant for
the experimental aircraft, general aviation, and urban air mobility markets
at AirVenture. The Lancaster, California-based company said it is conducting a “pre-launch,” allowing interested
parties to sign up for a no-obligation
waitlist to enable them to have the opportunity to purchase the powerplant when it
becomes available.
Hartzell highlighted new propeller products for aircraft including the Diamond
DA40 NG, Mooney M20M/TLS/Bravo, and
for Wipaire’s four-blade carbon fiber propeller STC for the Cessna Caravan. Hartzell also offered a $1,000 discount on all of
its new backcountry propellers sold to Recreational Aviation Foundation members.
Aspen Avionics unveiled new software

Redbird’s new low-cost mixed-reality flight trainer.

that will allow its Evolution flight displays
to interface with Garmin’s GFC 600 autopilot, without the use of an adapter. The
company also announced that its Evolution displays no longer require a separate electronic or mechanical backup
attitude indicator.
Avidyne is finishing the FAA approval
process for its AviOS 10.3 IFD navigator
software and is continuing the development of avionics that employ artificial
intelligence (AI) capabilities. Features of
AviOS 10.3 include visual approaches and a
terrain awareness and warning system. The
first product in Avidyne’s AI-based avionics will be the PilotEye visual traffic detection system. PilotEye uses three cameras,
one facing forward and one on each side
of the aircraft and an AI neural network to
detect traffic visually. Avidyne also expects
certification of its Vantage 12 high-resolution display upgrade for older Cirrus SR
series airplanes by the end of this year.
Garmin has released the latest version
of its Garmin Pilot iOS app—version 11.0—
which now includes graphical weight and
balance. The graphical weight and balance feature is now available for premium
add-on subscribers to Garmin Pilot. Like
the moment/arm charts, pilots can sync
the graphical weight and balance to an
active flight plan and thus calculate fuel
with the quick fuel set feature to ensure
carriage of proper reserves.

FLIGHT TRAINING

Redbird Flight has been testing a prototype of its desktop Redbird TD basic
aviation training device (BATD) fitted
with a mixed-reality headset driven by
software that gives users a more realistic and immersive flying experience.
Many companies are developing mixedreality systems, but Redbird’s promises to cost in the tens of thousands of
dollars versus hundreds of thousands
for systems from traditional simulator manufacturers.
The Redbird setup consists of a desktop Basic Aviation Training Device, a
Varjo mixed-reality headset, and an
image-generation system developed by
Quantum 3D. Mixed-reality (MR) combines a virtual reality (VR) view of the
outside world with the ability of the
user to see and interact with physical
hardware. A pilot using the Redbird MR
system while wearing the Varjo headset
sees a 360-degree view of the outside
world simply by looking in any direction. But unlike a VR headset, where
users have to manipulate a simulator’s
buttons and controls with some kind of
cursor- control device, the MR headset
has cameras on the outside pointing in
the direction the user is looking. Redbird
offered visitors the opportunity to try
the mixed-reality simulator at its exhibit
booth during the show.
z
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Safety experts hone in on runway excursions
B Y J A ME S W Y N BR A N D T

Runway excursion accidents are trending
upward significantly, but new approaches
to go-around decision-making can reduce
such mishaps, safety experts say.
More than 60 years of accident data show
runway excursions account for 30 percent
of mishaps (796 accidents involving 1,498
fatalities), but in comparison with other categories, they are “growing in proportion, and
in some years exceeding 50 percent” of all
accidents, according to Henry Gourdji, v-p,
technical, at the Flight Safety Foundation.
Moreover, FOQA data GE presented at
the Foundation’s 2022 Business Aviation
Safety Summit (BASS) revealed that most
excursions occur in June, July, and August,
when contributing factors such as ice and
snow are absent. (The U.S. accounts for
about 51 percent of all business aviation
accidents.) About four out of five excursions
occur during landing.
Decision-making processes are coming

M A R T I N S MI T H
F OU N D E R , P R E S AG E G ROUP

under scrutiny as possible keys to understanding and shaping human behavior to
break this accident chain. Reviews of CVR
transcripts preceding a pair of 2019 excursions—involving the Cessna Citation
Latitude owned by Dale Earnhardt, Jr. in Elizabethton, Tennessee, and an Alaska-based
PenAir Saab 2000 scheduled flight at Dutch
Harbor—revealed a lack of proper risk assessment that can contribute to such accidents.
In a session on Runway Safety and Risk
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Management at BASS, Charlie Precourt,
former astronaut and chair of the Citation Jet Pilot Owners Association (CJP),
and Martin Smith, Ph.D., founder of Presage Group, an aviation safety consultancy,
explained the Safe to Land initiative that
the two organizations are implementing at
CJP for single-pilot operations. The study
and initiative—funded by the CJP Safety
and Education Foundation, FlightSafety
International (FSI), Textron Aviation,
Garmin, NBAA, and the Air Charter Safety
Foundation—redefine criteria for making stabilized approaches and go-around
decisions to safe, but less-rigid standards,
providing crews with tools they feel confident applying.
The protocols were tested on FlightSafety’s Citation simulators at its Wichita
learning center by 22 CJP members, who
flew more than 200 approaches to evaluate
and refine the new procedures.
Presage’s risk-mitigation processes,
already used by some two dozen airlines
worldwide, incorporate pilots’ input to
identify real-world limits for continuing an
unstabilized approach in their operations,
with buy-in from regulators, union representatives, and other stakeholders.
“We fully expect the Safe to Land initiative will have a big impact on mitigating
future runway excursions,” Precourt said,
adding that CJP members’ jets, numbering some 1,000, have been accident- and
incident-free for 19 months, thanks to safety
initiatives CJP has already implemented.
FSI and Presage announced plans to
partner on a similar initiative for Gulfstream operators, commencing this summer
using FSI-built simulators of Gulfstream’s
newest model jets. This will be the first
landing/go-around decision study of
two-pilot business aviation operations,
according to FSI and Presage.
Accidents in the landing phase during
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circle-to-land operations are also drawing concern. David Lawrence, the NTSB’s
national resource specialist, air carrier
operations, and a senior accident investigator, reviewed two such accidents that
occurred last year in California: a Part 91
Challenger 605 accident in Truckee and a
Learjet 35 Part 135 air ambulance repositioning flight accident in El Cajon.
The two accident investigations are still
underway, but Lawrence noted that while
both crews were highly experienced, the
approaches were performed in reduced visibility, and the crashes occurred while the
aircraft were making tight turns to align
with the runway on final.
Runway incursions (uncleared air
craft taxiing onto runways) and wrongsurface operations (aircraft landing on or
departing from surfaces other than those
assigned or intended) are also getting
more attention from the FAA, Anthony
Schneider, the agency’s director of safety,
air traffic organization, said.
The U.S. averages about 1,500 incursions per year, and though only four to six
of them rate in the most severe category,
the FAA “is really focused on reducing runway incursions in the aggregate,” Schneider said also during BASS. The FAA has
installed new ground radar displays at 44 of
the busiest facilities in an effort to reduce
both incursions and wrong-surface operations, he said.
z

Rotorcraft

AAM infrastructure, still the known unknown
B Y M A R K HUBE R

Advanced air mobility (AAM) is still a long
way off. The chief problem: infrastructure.
That was the consensus of speakers at the
recent Vertical Flight Society (VFS) Electric
Aircraft Symposium in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
Experts pointed to a plethora of potential
roadblocks including the need to raise massive amounts of capital for AAM infrastructure, the complexity of folding autonomous
flight into the national airspace system, and
the costs associated with bringing sufficient
electric power to vertiports.
But what was not disputed was the tremendous financial impact AAM can have
on states and local communities. And that’s
key to raising the needed $10 to $30 billion
to build out AAM infrastructure in the 38
largest American urban markets. However,
those funds are unlikely to be provided by
the public sector, and private sector sources
can’t be counted on to provide them without rock-solid demand forecasting.
To be credible, that forecasting must be
local and there must be more of it. Ruben
Del Rosario of Crown Consulting said a study
done in Ohio found that AAM could add $11.4
billion to that state’s gross domestic product
by 2045, create more than 15,000 new jobs,
and raise $2.5 billion in tax revenue, with a big
chunk of those numbers coming from cargo
and emergency services operations. Another
study, this one of the UK market by consultant Darrell Swanson, found a vast potential
market in leisure travel on “sub-regional”
flights of between five and 250 miles.
Accurate, local demand forecasting is
the key to raising the tens of billions of
dollars required to build out AAM infrastructure, cautioned Michael Dyment,
managing partner of Nexa Capital Partners.
“Every city is different. The demographics are different…You can’t do a national

As NASA Langley’s Remote Operations for Autonomous Missions lab simulates urban air mobility
flights, experts mull the feasibility of laying the groundwork to accommodate such flights.
forecast, you need to do a bottom-up, cityby-city, forecast if you’re going to hope to
get even close,” he said. “Forecasting is a
critical element of the capital raise. Without substantial billion-dollar investment
in infrastructure, there is very little market
for advanced mobility. That’s because most
cities are not ready for it. Demand forecasting is an econometric technique used
to assess future revenue opportunities.”
Dyment estimated that $20 billion has
already been invested in AAM vehicle
development, and the infrastructure to
support those vehicles in an operational
tempo will require at least another $20 billion in the U.S. alone. And don’t look to the
government for it.
“Take low altitude air traffic control. The
FAA does not have it today and probably will never fund it on its own. Ground
infrastructure, including modifications to
airports and landing systems, that’s a very
big-ticket item,” Dyment said. For those
who think that AAM infrastructure can
be developed on the cheap by adapting
existing heliports and airports to the mission, he counseled, think again. Today’s

heliports “are mostly located where they
are not going to be annoying from the
standpoint of noise, so they are not convenient when it comes to moving people.
We’re going to need to talk about putting
dozens of vertiports into urban and suburban areas. Cities don’t want to pay for it,
nor does the federal government. The FAA
is not going to be entrusted with spending
$10 or $20 billion on this new type of infrastructure—ever. This is something that has
to be driven by companies like our own.”
Raising the required funds in private
capital markets will be difficult, Dyment
warned. “The capital is not going to come
easily, it has to be raised in the financial
markets. Without new infrastructure,
advanced air mobility will not even come
close to its economic, social, and business
promise. To attract infrastructure financing from capital markets, a solid business
case will need to be made for this investment that forecasts revenue, passenger
demand, and ticket prices.”
At first glimpse, it is a bit of a Catch-22
situation, he said. “You can’t really forecast passenger demand until you can get to
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Rotorcraft
ticket prices. You can’t really get to ticket
prices unless you understand the cost of
the new infrastructure. So you see it’s a
feedback loop.” But the bottom line is that
AAM needs to generate $3 in revenue for
every $1 of infrastructure cost to be economically viable, Dyment said. Financing
would most likely take the form of investment bonds, he said, but, cautioned that
infrastructure investors as a class “don’t
want big risks.”
Dyment estimated it would take at least
five years from an initial capital raise to get
to working infrastructure in any given market. “This is not stuff you do overnight,” he
told the symposium audience of mostly
aircraft developers. “Just think about your
own companies and how far you are away
from having the ability to provide
commercial services. Five years
means you start paying attention to
this need because this is a barrier to
success. Your investors are going to
want to know you’re tackling this.”
Tackling “this” is no small technical feat, according to Paul Stith, associate
v-p of infrastructure engineering consultancy Black and Veatch. More than anything
else, AAM infrastructure comes down to
electric power and the sometimes lengthy,
circuitous, and expensive road to get it.
The road starts with an engineering study
from a utility. “These are not inexpensive,” Stith said, noting that for a megawatt
site, they can range from the tens to the
hundreds of thousands of dollars. “That’s
money you won’t get back from a site development.” Stith by way of example cites an
electric car charging station big enough to
host 20 megawatts and “a couple of hundred cars” in the San Francisco area. The
preliminary design study fee from the utility
was $30,000 and the study concluded that
the cost of running power to the site was
between $8 million and $40 million. A more
precise cost number would require another
study costing $500,000 more. Just getting
the utility to use its study data requires the
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services of a consulting engineering firm.
tapping private capital will get the ball rollThen there is the matter of zoning, ing faster when it comes to building out
which requires more design engineering AAM infrastructure. Keeping vertiports
study if the zoning designation of a site private also allows them to control who
needs to be altered or a conditional-use uses them. “If you are a private facility as
permit obtained. It also requires sufficient opposed to a public use facility, you’re able
time to solicit input from interested par- to discriminate as to who lands there. While
ties and officials.
you may still want to be open access and
On the power side, Stith counseled that allow many operators to come land, you
the approval process can be accelerated and also can say that some training pilot or an
costs can sometimes be reduced via on-site aircraft that’s really loud can’t land, which
battery storage and/or power generation, as the community will actually appreciate.”
well as off-peak and variable-rate charging.
Ferrell faulted some members of the AAM
Despite these rather formidable obsta- community for proposing grandiose, rooftop
cles, Addison Ferrell, head of Americas for vertiports that may not reflect what is likely
Skyports, argues that the time to move for- economically sustainable or palatable from
ward on vertiports is now, as opposed to either political or safety perspectives. “We
relying on existing heliports and airports, need to get closer to something that’s more
grounded in reality, that resembles
something that has some familiarity
within aviation. You need to look at
both airspace and constructability at
a very minimum for a starting point.
Consider the constraints on where
the site can be or can’t be, like right
as AAM commercial service gains momen- under the runway [approach] at LAX as an
tum in the coming years.
example. Also, look at what types of designs
While those facilities will play an would be [acceptable to] the building and
important role in AAM, Ferrell points out safety departments and the fire marshal.”
that general aviation airports are often not
While the FAA is in the process of devellocated near areas of passenger demand, oping a vertiport advisory circular (AC),
such as central business districts, and may Ferrell said the industry need not wait for
not have sufficient electrical power, nor it before proceeding with design and conhave enough ramp space. “FBOs that exist struction. “We don’t believe that we need
there currently charge quite a bit for that to wait for an advisory circular to come out
Gulfstream to come and park there. And so to start the work. We don’t expect the FAA
they’re not necessarily just going give up to certify vertiports in the same way that
that spot,” he said.
they explicitly exempt heliports from certiFerrell agreed with Dyment that the fication. Secondly, it’s going to be guidance
prospects for public capital financed AAM that the FAA will be making, not rules per
infrastructure is poor. “A new and emerg- se, that’s the nature of an advisory circuing industry has just a lot of risk, generally lar. We have some existing design guidance
speaking, associated with it. So the political in place. We have the existing heliport AC,
capital to convince the taxpaying base that which is a fantastic starting point. Lastly,
they should be funding something this risky, infrastructure development is a long lead
we don’t think it would be very palatable. time effort. So we believe it would be foolWe think it would be a hard sell with them.” ish to wait until everything is fully baked to
Beyond the politics, Ferrell thinks that start on it.”
z
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Avionics

More operators gain access
to RNP-AR approaches
B Y M AT T T HUR BE R

Now that more aircraft come from the
factory with avionics suitable for flying the latest RNAV RNP instrument
approach procedures that require special authorization, pilots and operators
might wonder how they can gain access to
these approaches.
RNP-AR offers significant benefits; at
terrain-challenged airports where it is
available, RNP-AR can allow a safe, comfortable arrival in much lower weather

conditions versus having to divert to an (FMS). Since 2007, Honeywell has offered
alternate because the ordinary instrument a consultancy service to help operators
approach has much higher minimums.
gain RNP-AR approval, including the
As more business jets come equipped for required letter of authorization (LOA),
required navigation performance (RNP), developing SOPs, checklists, and minithe FAA has made it easier to take advan- mum equipment list (MEL) updates, and
tage of RNP-AR (authorization required) supporting nav database validation.
approaches, which require special pilot
What makes RNP possible is the precision
training and operator approval.
available from modern satellite navigation
Many of the RNP-equipped jets have and augmentation systems. If an aircraft
Honeywell NG flight management systems can fly a consistently narrow path, then an
approach can be designed with sufficient
obstacle clearance but to lower minimums
and to runway ends that don’t accommodate traditional navaid-to-navaid or even
waypoint-to-waypoint approaches. Missed
approach procedures are equally able to
follow more efficient paths, although aircraft are required to have inertial reference
systems to provide a backup in case of GPS
failure during a missed approach. These
approaches require coupling to the autopilot.
As Honeywell explains in its RNP-AR
video: “RNP-AR procedures are designed
with a narrow linear obstacle containment
area with only two times the required RNP
with no secondary obstacle boundary and
they may also include curved flight paths
called RF legs in any segment of the procedure including the approach final segment.”
“This allows approaches to runways
that historically haven’t had them due to
obstacles or terrain,” said Jim Johnson,
senior manager of Honeywell Flight Technical Services.
Examples of Honeywell-developed
RNP-AR approaches include Aspen and
Eagle, Colorado. At Aspen, the lowest
With qualified pilots and an LOA, many Gulfstreams, including those with the Symmetry flight
Category C (which covers the typical busideck, can fly RNP-AR approaches.
ness jets discussed here) minimums are
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3,122 feet agl with a 6.59-degree glidepath. But this is a good example of how RNP-AR be able to achieve that gradient.
The RNP-AR approach offers a decision can help improve a risky approach.
To meet the requirements to fly RNP-AR
height of 537 feet and has a more comfortThere are about 400 RNP-AR approaches approaches, operators can look to FAA
able 3.5-degree glidepath, which makes certified in the U.S., 50 outside the U.S., Advisory Circular 90-101A. They will need
managing approach speed much easier. At and Canada is working on 80 to 100 such to obtain a letter of authorization (LOA)
Eagle, the decision height is 288 feet ver- approaches. Honeywell NG FMS-equipped under OpsSpec C-384. Of course, opersus 1,790 feet.
jets certified for RNP-AR include the Gulf- ators can do this process themselves, or
“For Aspen, not only are the minimums stream G450/G550, G500/G600, and G650; work with Honeywell, which has long expemuch better,” Johnson said, “the glidepath Embraer E170/E190; Hawker 4000; and Fal- rience in RNP-AR approvals.
is 3.5 degrees. The best approach today con 900EX EASy and 8X. Future approvals
“It has become easier and more streamis a 6-degree glidepath. By nature that’s will include the Falcon 6X and 10X, Gulfst- lined,” said Johnson. “We’ve done quite a
unstable. This provides a stafew of these applications, and we
ASPEN, COLO
KASE/ASE
RNAV (RNP) N Rwy 15 have a good handle on what the
ble approach.”
C a r e y M i l l e r, H o n e y w e l l
FAA wants.” Honeywell can help an
151^ 11000'
senior technical sales manager,
operator gain RNP-AR approval in
explained that during ice-inducabout two to three months, he said.
ing weather conditions, it’s much
The operator must have the
easier to keep power at a higher
LOA to gain access to the Honlevel to ensure proper heating of
eywell nav database that contains
engine inlets and leading edges
the RNP-AR approaches. Once
of flying surfaces with a lessapproved, the operator can fly
steep glidepath.
RNP-AR procedures in the U.S.
More important, however, is
and internationally.
that RNP-AR allows the design
Pilots must undergo simulator
of approaches that guide the airtraining at FlightSafety Internaplane to a low decision height
tional or CAE before the LOA will
151^
8785'
right to the runway end at airbe issued. The approval allows the
ports where the only alternative Once qualified, trained pilots and properly equipped aircraft can take operator to use any of the RNP-AR
approach for using that runadvantage of the far-lower mimimums at airports like Aspen.
approaches, including those outway would be a risky circling
side the U.S. The only currency
approach. At busy airports where non-RNP ream G400/G700/G800, Pilatus PC-24, and requirement is to fly at least two RNP-AR
aircraft have to fly well away from the air- all new jets with Honeywell NG FMS.
approaches during annual recurrent trainport to slot into an approach procedure,
“The majority of those approaches are ing. And one significant hump that used to
RNP-AR-capable aircraft can be guided into FAA-developed,” Johnson said, but the deter business jet operators—the requireshorter and more efficient approaches.
Aspen and Eagle approaches were devel- ment to fly 100 approaches before gaining
Southwest Airlines, for example, worked oped by Honeywell, working with an approval to fly to the lowest minimums—
with the FAA to develop short-transition approved procedures developer, so these has been relaxed for business jet operators
RNP-AR approaches to some Texas airports are private approaches available only for that don’t fly often to the same airports.
with three-mile RF legs to final, according Honeywell database subscribers. One of Now the FAA requires approaches at 10 to
to Johnson. “Otherwise you’re vectored the reasons these approaches aren’t avail- 15 airports that the operator typically flies
seven miles out and seven miles in.”
able from the FAA is that they required to, according to Honeywell.
Honeywell has been discussing with an exemption for higher missed approach
Honeywell Flight Technical Services
the Teterboro Users Group an RNP-AR climb gradients. At Aspen, the RNP-AR charges $10,295 per aircraft to help operapproach to replace the risky ILS to Run- missed approach gradient is 452 feet/nm, ators set up their procedures, checklists,
way 6, circle to Runway 1 visual approach well above the FAA’s 200 feet/nm stan- and MELs then works with the FAA for the
that is used in certain wind conditions. dard. “Not all business jets can meet the LOA. Once the LOA is issued, Honeywell
“We even put together a prototype and higher gradient,” he explained, and to be provides the updated nav database with
flew it,” he said, but although there is FAA a publicly available RNP-AR approach, the the RNP-AR procedures for an annual subinterest, nothing further has developed. majority of aircraft using it would have to scription fee of $6,496.
z
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On the Ground
FBO AND AIRPORT NEWS BY CURT EPSTEIN

Indiana's DeKalb Airport To Get New FBO Operator

Atlantic Aviation Expands Caribbean Footprint
Atlantic Aviation has expanded its footprint in
the Caribbean with the acquisition of Blue Heron
Aviation, one of two service providers at Providenciales
International Airport in the Turks and Caicos Islands.
The facility includes a 6,800-sq-ft terminal with
passenger and crew lounges, refreshments, conference
room, concierge, and onsite customs and immigration
service, as well as 12 acres of ramp space able to
accommodate aircraft up to a Boeing 757. The staff at the
FBO will remain in place following the transaction.
For most of its long history, Atlantic had confined its
operations to the continental U.S., but its recent merger with
Ross Aviation brought an FBO on Grand Cayman Island under
the Atlantic brand along with locations in Alaska and Hawaii.

Farnborough Airport Starts Work on
New Major Hangar Complex
The UK’s Farnborough Airport has contracted with
firms McLaughlin & Harvey and Gebler Tooth for
the design and construction of a new $67.4 million
(£55 million) hangar complex that will increase
its available aircraft shelter by 73 percent.
The new project, named Domus III, will add 175,000 sq ft
of hangar space. It will be built to BREEAM environmental
standards with translucent automated doors extending the
entire length of the building to optimize natural light. The
unhindered access afforded by the door design will help simplify
aircraft handling activities and reduce unnecessary emissions.
Construction commenced last month with a plan that
is not expected to impact operations at the dedicated
business aviation airport. The hangar complex is
expected to be completed in the first quarter of 2024.
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Sweet Aviation has been selected to take over as the FBO
operator at Indiana’s DeKalb County Airport (KGWB)
effective November 1. The current service provider—Century
Aviation, which has operated the sole FBO at the airport for
more than a decade—decided not to pursue a lease renewal,
leading the DeKalb Airport Authority to issue an RFP for the
facility. Surack Enterprises subsidiary Sweet Aviation, which
also provides aviation services at Indiana’s Fort Wayne
International and Smith Field airports, was selected.
The FBO includes a 10,000-sq-ft terminal with passenger
lobby, pilot lounge with shower facility and flight planning
area, 16-seat conference room, kitchen, dishwashing
and linen service, and crew car. It also offers nearly
33,000 sq ft of hangar space. A company spokesman also
noted KGWB’s current expansion project will increase
its runway from 5,000 feet to 7,100 feet by 2024.

Second FBO at Virginia General Aviation Airport
Leesburg Executive Airport (KJYO)—the second busiest
general aviation airport in Virginia and located just 35 miles
from Washington D.C.—has received a second service
provider with the opening of Kuhn Jet Center. A sister to
aircraft management provider Kuhn Aviation, the FBO is
operating from a 34,000-sq-ft climate-controlled hangar
that company president Scott Kuhn built in 2020.
The hangar, which can accommodate the latest ultra-longrange business jets, has a mezzanine with flight operation and
aircraft management offices and a high-end owner’s lounge.
Other amenities at the Titan Fuels-branded facility include
heated garage parking; passenger lounge; concierge; eightseat, A/V-equipped conference room; crew lounge and snooze
room; crew cars; rampside vehicle valet; and on-site car rental.

Holman Aviation, Great Falls International Airport
Some family-owned aviation companies
stretch back decades, spanning generations,
and among them is Holman Aviation, an FBO
at Montana’s Great Falls International Airport
(KGTF). The company was founded in 1950
when Homer Holman, a World War II U.S.
Marine Corps aviator, set up shop at the formerly military-controlled airfield.
“In the Marines, one of my dad’s responsibilities was as an instructor, teaching
others how to land on aircraft carriers, and
I always thought that was kind of a unique
involvement in World War II,” said his son and
current company president Dwight Holman.
“When he came back he brought that safety
and service culture to the FBO, and that’s
what I have embraced.” Today the company
is into its third generation with Dwight’s
daughter, Jamie Ronholdt, serving as v-p of
customer service.
The FBO—which claims the majority of
general aviation traffic at the airport—sits on
a 19-acre leasehold at the northeast end of
10,500-foot runway 3/21, near the U.S. Customs facility. According to Holman, the airport
is a popular and convenient entry port/tech
stop for European flights headed to California, and his facility receives several business
jets a day on that route. The Customs station
is normally staffed eight hours a day but with
advance notice, arriving aircraft can clear
at any time. Holman Aviation is certified for
international trash disposal and is open 24/7.
The two-story 7,000-sq-ft terminal built
in 1977 just underwent a three-month-long
$250,000 interior renovation, its first since
1999. The company expects to conduct a
similar project on its exterior next year. The
building features a pilot lounge, flight-planning area, a bistro/break area, refreshment
bar, 20-seat A/V-equipped conference room,
shower facilities, and a dedicated catering
kitchen. Other amenities include crew cars

Holman Aviation has served Great Falls International for more than seven decades.
and rental cars, which are delivered to the their schedules. “When the pandemic hapFBO from the airport’s main terminal area.
pened and the airlines were having a bad
In terms of aircraft shelter, the FBO has day, well so were we because of the fuel
a pair of heated hangars, one at 16,000-sq- sales and so forth,” Holman told AIN. “But
ft and the larger at 20,000 sq ft. They are then as people had the financial strength to
home to 20 aircraft including two Citation
move from the airlines to charter, we like a
Mustangs and a Pilatus PC-12. Holman also
lot of the industry, have seen this dramatic
has an in-house Part 145 repair station that increase in bizjet traffic.” The company’s volperforms various light maintenance and ume of jet fuel sales to business aircraft operexaminations and is also contracted to con- ators increased by 50 percent year-over-year.
duct repairs for the airlines that frequent
The Great Falls area, while not known as a
KGTF.
resort destination, sits amidst some of the finIn 2018, the company replaced its Phil- est fly-fishing territories in the U.S. Angling is
lips 66-branded fuel farm with a new com- such a draw that Holman eschewed the norplex that now has a capacity of 150,000 mal aviation trappings found in FBO terminals.
gallons of jet-A, 15,000 gallons of avgas, “We do get quite a few people coming in for
and 10,000 gallons of diesel and unleaded that activity, so that’s what put as a theme in
gas for ground service equipment. Hol- our lobby,” he said. “You don’t need to see
man has six jet-A tankers—three of them another propellor in our lobby, we focus on
5,000-gallon and three 3,000-gallon—and fishing.” The FBO’s peak activity runs from
a 700-gallon avgas truck. The FBO’s NATA the beginning of summer through the end of
Safety 1st-trained staff performs fueling for hunting season in November.
not only GA aircraft, but for the air carriers
While the town is also home to Malmstrom
at KGTF, boosting its annual fuel flowage to Air Force Base and its arsenal of nuclear
more than 4 million gallons a year.
missiles, the military closed its 12,000-foot
But the Covid pandemic, which has runway to fixed-wing aircraft in 1996, leading
proven a major boost to the private aviation those flights to migrate to KGTF. Holman
industry, has been a double-edged sword for recalled one operation where his FBO handthe FBO as the commercial carriers curtailed
led 18 C-5 Galaxy flights in one month.
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Maintenance
BY JERRY SIEBENMARK

from rivets to wing subassemblies and maintenance services
including upgrades and parts overhauls. A publicly-accessible
pilot shop is also available with products such as aircraft tow
bars, bulbs and lights, and pitot tube and air intake covers.

Four Points Acquisition Gives Elliott Base in Dallas

Winglet Technology hopes to amend its STC to include the Citation.

Winglet Technology Looks To the Citation
Latitude for Next Conversion Project
Winglet Technology is planning to amend its transitional
winglets STC for the Citation Sovereign to include Textron
Aviation’s newer Latitude midsize business jet, company
president Bob Kiser told AIN. “We think our winglet
will be a nice complement to the airplane,” he said.
The Wichita-based winglet specialist chose the Latitude
because the two Citation models share a similar wing and
type certificate. “It has the same wing geometry as the
Sovereign, which made it a natural,” Kiser explained.
What’s different in the Latitude is the OEM-installed
horizontal span extension, which makes that model’s wing 72
feet compared with 63 feet on the out-of-production Sovereign,
also a midsize twinjet. With the company’s new winglet,
the Latitude wing would be shortened to 69 feet, he said.
But what’s most important is what the winglet does for the
Latitude, which Kiser said is to “offer significant performance
at altitude,” enabling the jet to “climb an additional 2,000
feet higher at an equivalent weight and temperature.”

Elliott Aviation has expanded its network into Dallas
with the acquisition of Four Points Aero on Love Field.
The acquisition gives Elliott its fifth MRO, joining its
headquarters facility in Moline, Illinois, and others
in Minneapolis, Atlanta, and Des Moines, Iowa.
Four Points expands Elliott’s service capabilities to
include Dassault Falcon 900B, 900EX, and 2000EX
models. The Love Field facility provides full-service
airframe, engine, and avionics maintenance, repair, and
overhaul. Elliott said the site will offer AOG services with
FAA-licensed techs and well-stocked mobile repair vans.

Honda Aircraft Expands Service Network
Honda Aircraft appointed four additional authorized
service centers (ASCs), bringing the company’s network
to 12 such centers. The news also comes as the HondaJet
fleet tops 219 operating aircraft and 120,000 flight hours.
Two of the four new ASCs—Hillsboro Aviation based at
Portland-Hillsboro Airport in Oregon and Mather Aviation at
Mather Airport in Sacramento, California—increase Honda
Aircraft’s number of ASCs and factory service centers in
North America to 12. The other two are Dviation Technics
in Selangor, Malaysia—the exclusive ASC for southeast
Asia—and Signature TechnicAir at Bournemouth Airport
in the UK, which doubles the OEM’s ASCs in Europe.

Daher Opens Online Marketplace for Parts, Services
Daher rolled out its Aviator Marketplace e-commerce
portal for parts, services, and branded products for both
its in-production and legacy airplanes. The Daher Aviator
Marketplace is designed to provide a single source for a
complete inventory of parts from Daher and its suppliers.
Inventory is already available for the TBM
family of turboprop singles, while Kodiak
parts are expected to be added soon.
Daher’s network of authorized distributors and service centers
have access to the full marketplace, covering a range of products
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Hillsboro Aviation v-p and COO Ryan McCartney, third from left, receives
the authorized service center plaque from Amod Kelkar, Honda Aircraft
head of commercial business and v-p of customer service.

Avcon strengthens special-missions work
with new aircraft and facility expansion
Newton, Kansas-based business aircraft
modification specialist Avcon ISR Solutions
has undertaken a rebranding, expansion,
and new platforms as it looks to increase
its foothold in the intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance (ISR) market. Previously
known as Avcon Industries, the company’s
mainstay has been the Beechcraft King Air
series for special-mission applications.
In fact, earlier this year the company
received supplemental type certificates
Avcon ISR officials are expecting the Learjet 60 to be the next preferred target towing
(STCs) for the installation of wing-mounted
aircraft and as such, an ideal platform for hardpoints.
inboard and outboard hard points on the
King Air. They are available along with an
optional satcom radome on the King Air
200, B200, 300, and 350.
At the same time, Avcon has expanded
the aircraft platforms on which it offers its
special-mission modifications, including
developing and receiving FAA STCs for
fuselage sensor ports and a camera hole on
the Cessna 208 Caravan and 208B Grand
Caravan. More recently, it developed hard
points for underwing sensors, pods, and a
target-reeling machine for towing targets
on the Bombardier Learjet 60.
for Avcon. “We are hedging that the Lear 60 percent of what you do when you certify a
Avcon is particularly bullish on the pros- is going to be the next tow target aircraft new airplane.”
pects for the Learjet 60 hardpoints. For in replacement of the Lear 35,” he said.
With the addition of the Learjet 60, Caramany years, the company modified the “That’s the feedback that we are getting van, and expanded King Air work, he said the
Learjet 35 with internal hardpoints and from customers.”
45-employee company needed more space,
underwing hardpoints for towing targets as
Avcon customer Air Affairs Australia pur- which is why Avcon purchased an existing
well as the carriage of stores or pylons.
chased two Learjet 60s, one of which was 12,000-sq-ft hangar at Newton City/County
“Those aircraft are aging, obviously, and a used for the development of the hardpoints Airport, where it already operates from four
lot of the customers are looking for that next STC. Chris Sievers, Air Affairs CEO, said his buildings, including two major modification
better airplane,” Avcon president Marcus company committed to hardpoints on the
hangars. That will solve its space requireAbendroth told AIN. “And the Lear 60 just Learjet 60 “to address a need in the future
ments for at least the short-term, he said.
happened to be a great fit for that modifica- market.”
“A lot of customers are coming for the
tion. We just basically have brought the Lear
Development of the Learjet 60 hard- custom engineering on the ISR aspect,”
60 to the same type of role and operation the
points STC took about 18 months, including added Chris Reedy, executive v-p at Avcon
Lear 35 has been doing for 30-plus years.”
a flight-test program that Abendroth—who
parent company Butler National. “We have
Abendroth added that the Learjet 60 did the flight testing alongside an FAA picked a niche where we seem to be findhardpoints are seen as a long-term product DER test pilot—described as “probably 75 ing quite a bit of success.”
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Accidents
BY DAVID JACK KENNY
The material on this page is based on reports by the official agencies of the countries having the reponsibility for aircraft accident and incident investigations. It is not intended to judge or evaluate the ability
of any person, living or dead, and is presented here for informational purposes.

Preliminary Reports
Trainee Pilot Killed in
Skydiving Accident
Cessna 208B, June 3, 2022,
Oceanside, California
A skydiving jump pilot in training was
killed and the trainer seriously injured
after a partial loss of engine power
left the Caravan unable to return to
the runway. The accident occurred
on the seventh flight of the day. Each
lasted about 17 minutes with 15 minutes on the ground in between, and
the airplane’s engine was kept running throughout.
The accident flight took off at 13:31
local time, climbing over the airport to
an ADS-B-measured altitude of 11,575
feet. After the skydivers jumped, the
Caravan began a steep, turning descent
toward the downwind leg of the traffic pattern, turned final at an altitude
of 2,400 feet 2.6 nm from the threshold of Runway 25, then made a right
360-degree turn to lose altitude. At 400
feet agl the trainer tried to increase
power, but the engine did not respond.
He turned towards an open dirt field
but noticed a berm in the path, which
he turned right to avoid. However, the
airplane struck a berm 1,615 feet east
of the threshold.
Fluid “consistent in appearance and
odor with jet-A fuel” was recovered
from the right wing tank, header tank,
fuel filter, and fuel lines; the left wing
tank’s connection to the fuselage had
separated. Preliminary findings from
the engine teardown suggested it was
running at low power at the moment
of impact.
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Six Perish in Vintage Huey
Bell UH-1H, June 22, 2022,
near Amherstdale, West Virginia
The pilot and all five passengers were
killed when the Vietnam-era helicopter
crashed about 3.5 nm east of the Logan
County, West Virginia Airport (6L4). The
flight was conducted as part of the Seventh Annual Huey Reunion at 6L4 at which
attendees were offered the opportunity to
fly in one of the retired military helicopters or even take the controls backed up
by the ship’s regular pilot. There were no
known witnesses to the accident, which
happened at about 16:45 local time on the
last scheduled flight of the day.
The wreckage was found partially
inverted on its right side on a road at
the base of a steep rock face. Most of the
cockpit and cabin along with the engine
gearbox had been consumed by a postcrash fire. Two of a group of three utility
cables 180 feet above the road were “fractured consistent with tensile overload and
were displaced toward the main wreckage,”
which was located 542 feet past the point
where the cables crossed the road. Pieces
of plastic window, the aft cap of the left
skid, a section of one tail rotor blade, and
green paint transfer marks were found on
a ledge about 40 feet above the pavement.

Helicopter Downed After
Interrupted Maintenance
Bell 407GXP, June 4, 2022, Fairfield, New Jersey
The helicopter lost yaw control, landed
hard, and rolled onto its side, seriously
injuring the pilot. En route from Caldwell,
New Jersey to John F. Kennedy International, the pilot requested a return to
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Caldwell but said he did not require assistance. Surveillance footage showed it pass
150 feet above the threshold of Runway 28
at 33 knots, then slow, yaw to the right, and
begin descending while rotating around
the main rotor mast.
Seconds into the descent the right yaw
stopped; the helicopter then rotated left
until ground contact.
Subsequent examination found that the
tail rotor crosshead drive plate was not
bolted to the tail rotor crosshead; no fragments of the attachment hardware were
present, and the threads were undamaged. The tail rotor had been reinstalled
the day before by the operator’s director
of maintenance following replacement of
four “feathering bearings,” a task interrupted by calls to consult on two other
aircraft repairs.

Final Reports
Collision Traced to
Communications Lapse
Cessna 525, Nov. 26, 2018,
Fortaleza de Santa Terezhina Farm,
Jequitai, Brazil
A last-minute change in plans and a balky
motor resulted in an agricultural pivot 7
meters (23 feet) high being left under the final
approach course to Runway 20 of the farm’s
private airstrip. All four occupants of the Citation were killed after its left main gear struck
the pivot 126 meters from the threshold. The
jet struck the ground short of the threshold
before climbing out in an apparent attempt
to go around, then entered a descending left
turn and crashed off the side of the runway.
Fire consumed most of the fuselage, including the cockpit and passenger cabin.

The three passengers included the com- forward corner of the upper cowling and
pany’s owner and his wife, who’d initially the snap rings and grommets missing from
planned to travel by car but decided the two nearby locations, but no evidence of
night before to fly instead. The pilot ordi- damage or wear that might have led to
narily notified farm staff prior to departure, their departure. They concluded that “the
but in this case did not; they became aware reasons…could not be determined based
of the incoming jet only a few minutes on the available evidence.”
before its arrival.
The staff also reported that the pivot
Helicopter Destroyed by
was normally parked along the access
Severe Turbulence
road to the farm’s center, away from the
Bell 212HP, March 5, 2021,
final approach course, but had not been
Bowen Island, British Columbia, Canada
repositioned due to mechanical problems
with one of the engines used to move the An encounter with severe turbulence that
structure. Witnesses reported that the rolled the helicopter “inverted, or close to
airplane entered a normal traffic pattern, inverted,” triggered a cascading series of
beginning its descent on the base leg, but malfunctions that ultimately rendered the
descended faster than usual and was low aircraft uncontrollable, unloading the main
on final approach.
rotor and causing loss of hydraulic power,
uncommanded shutdown of the number
Unsecured Cowlings
two engine, and loss of tail rotor thrust
Damage Empennage
after the main rotor blades severed the tail
rotor driveshaft forward of the intermediCessna 560, Feb. 12, 2020, Aledo, Texas
ate gearbox. The pilots successfully extriBoth the upper and lower cowlings of the cated themselves from the wreckage after
right engine separated shortly after takeoff, the helicopter spun into tree tops on Bowen
striking the right horizontal stabilizer and Island and came to rest inverted on a rocky
slicing through the top of the fuselage just ledge about 270 feet above sea level.
forward of the vertical stabilizer. Hearing
The accident occurred en route from the
“a loud crashing noise” and then “turbulent company’s base at the Sechelt Aerodrome
air sound” as the corporate jet climbed to a staging area 21 nm east for long-line
through FL225, the airline transport pilot operations to install 230-kV transmission
disconnected the autopilot, advised air lines. Vancouver International Airport foretraffic control, and slowed the airplane to cast southeasterly winds at 18 knots with
170 knots while descending to 11,000 feet. gusts to 28 from 0700 to 1100, subsequently
Control, flap, and landing gear checks all diminishing to 15 knots. After assessing
seemed normal except that the noise grew conditions, the pilot-in-command decided
louder with rudder movement, leading the to go in the expectation of better weather
pilot to suspect a problem with the empen- later in the day. They lifted off about 9:35
nage. He then diverted to Mineral Wells, a.m., anticipating a bumpy flight, flying east
Texas, the nearest airport with a paved between 2,300 and 2,600 feet. Noticing
runway longer than 5,000 feet, and made “cat’s paw” waves indicative of downdrafts
an uneventful landing.
on Collingwood Channel, they slowed the
Postflight inspection found pieces of helicopter to 75 knots indicated airspeed.
the cowlings wrapped among the right
Two nm on the downwind side of Bowen
horizontal stabilizer. The reason for the Island, the helicopter passed through an
separation could not be determined. area of moderate turbulence, then encounNTSB investigators found the stud, snap tered severe turbulence that pitched the
ring, and grommet missing from the left helicopter sharply nose-down and rolled it

hard to the right, momentarily pulling the
cyclic control from the second pilot’s hand.
The helicopter was forced down from 2,430
to 1,040 feet at a rate of 8,220 fpm before
maximum aft cyclic re-established a measure of control. Several instruments broke
loose from the instrument panel, and a caution light for insufficient hydraulic pressure
illuminated. The pilots found the cyclic slow
to respond and the anti-torque pedals “very
difficult to move.” They identified a field on
the northwest corner of Bowen Island as an
emergency landing site, but switched to a
closer field when the No. 2 engine-out light
illuminated descending through 900 feet.
Yaw control was lost as they decelerated
for landing, and the helicopter began spinning to the right. The second pilot reduced
both throttles to idle to slow the rotation
and raised collective to cushion the descent
as the helicopter struck the treetops. Fuel
lines under the floor began leaking after the
fuselage came to rest, but the pilots escaped
and were transported to a hospital by local
residents. Use of four-point harnesses and
flight helmets was credited with minimizing their injuries.
The Transportation Safety Board subsequently found that the upset had unloaded
the main rotor into a low-G condition that
caused mast bumping that damaged but did
not sever the main rotor mast and allowed
the blades to strike the tail boom. The roll
beyond 90 degrees probably allowed air
to enter the hydraulic lines, which were
supplied by two unpressurized reservoirs
located in the upper deck of the fuselage.
While the cause of the engine shutdown
was not definitively determined, the computer logic’s response to the unloaded main
rotor’s overspeed was considered a likely
reason.
z
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Compliance Countdown
BY GORDON GILBERT

JUST AROUND THE CORNER

Sept. 1, 2022
NEW

Canada: Luxury Tax Adopted

The Canadian government's new luxury tax on certain vehicles, including essentially all new general aviation aircraft purchases, is retroactive to sales agreements made after Jan. 1, 2022. The tax applies to new aircraft with a retail sales price of more than $100,000 and
is calculated at the lesser of 20 percent of the value above the threshold or 10 percent of the full value of the aircraft. Aircraft sold for
export are exempted.

NEW

Sept. 12, 2022

U.S.: Manuals

The FAA proposes to update its manual
requirements to reflect industry use of electronic and paper versions. The amendments,
applicable to Part 91K and 135 on-demand
operators, as well as air carriers, would
require manuals accessed in paper format to display the date of last revision on
each page, and require manuals accessed
in electronic format to display the date of
the last revision “in a manner in which a
person can immediately ascertain it.” This
action would also revise the requirement
for program managers or certificate holders to carry appropriate parts of the manual
aboard airplanes by ensuring they are accessible to flight and maintenance personnel.
Comments are due Sept. 12, 2022.
Sept. 16, 2022 and Sept. 16, 2023

U.S.: Remote ID of
Unmanned Aircraft

New FAR Part 89 requires that after Sept. 16,
2022, no unmanned aircraft can be produced
without FAA-approved remote identification
capability. After Sept. 16, 2023, no unmanned
aircraft can be operated unless equipped with
remote ID capability as described in Part 89
or is transmitting ADS-B Out under Part 91.
Sept. 21, 2022 and Aug. 1, 2023

U.S.: Maintenance Schools

As part of an interim final rule overhauling
aviation maintenance technician school
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regulations (Parts 65 and 147), the FAA
is transitioning from using the mechanic
practical test standards (PTS) as the testing standard to obtaining a mechanic certificate. As a part of this transition, the
FAA developed the mechanic airman certification standards (ACS), which adds
task-specific knowledge and risk management elements. The FAA will use the PTS
as the testing standard until July 31, 2023.
Starting Aug. 1, 2023, the FAA will use the
ACS to conduct mechanic certification
tests. With the exception of the PTS to
ACS transition period, this rule is effective
on Sept. 21, 2022.

airplane certification standards in the
following areas: ditching survivability;
installed systems and equipment in the
cockpit; performance and handling characteristics in icing conditions; brakes and
braking systems certification tests and
analysis; installed oxygen equipment and
supply; air conditioning OFF maximum
time period; and cabin crew portable oxygen equipment. Comments on the NPA
are due Oct. 6, 2022.
UPDATE

Oct. 11, 2022

Europe: Rotorcraft
Health Monitoring

EASA extended the deadline for comments from Aug. 11, 2022 to Oct. 11, 2022
Europe: Urban VTOL Air Taxis
for a notice of proposed amendment that
The European Union Aviation Safety will enable the use of vibration health
Agency (EASA) has published proposed monitoring (VHM) systems to be a more
rules for the operation of vertical takeoff integral part of the continued airworthiand landing (VTOL) air taxi aircraft in cit- ness regime of Part 29 large rotorcraft.
ies. The notice of proposed amendment “Current acceptable means of compliance
(NPA) puts forward the establishment of are not sufficient to ensure that VHM
a comprehensive regulatory framework to systems can be used to optimize mainaddress general public concerns and the tenance interventions for certain rotorexpectations of EU citizens with respect craft,” EASA said.
to VTOL safety, security, privacy, environOct. 31, 2022
ment, and noise. Comments on the NPA
are due Sept. 30, 2022.
Europe: Reduced Fuel Loads
EASA published rules that permit EuroNEW
Oct. 6, 2022
pean Union-certified operators to reduce
Europe: Updates to CS-25
the amount of contingency fuel normally
This notice of amendment (NPA) pro- required to be carried, thereby reducposes to make updates to CS-25 large ing the CO2 emissions and the overall
NEW

Sept. 30, 2022
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environmental impact of the flight. While
the rules recognize that extra fuel needs to
be carried to account for unexpected situations that delay or prevent landing at the
original destination, EASA says that “The
amount of additional fuel required can
be optimized, while continuing to ensure
high safety levels, due to improved risk
assessment, calculations based on better
data, and better decision making.” The
new rules are scheduled to go into effect
on Oct. 31, 2022.
NEW

Dec. 2, 2022 and Dec. 2, 2024

Europe: Part 145 SMS

Starting on Dec. 2, 2022, EASA Part 145
maintenance organizations are required
to meet revised regulations that were published in November 2021. However, there
is a two-year transition period, to Dec. 2,
2024, to allow maintenance organizations
to correct any findings of non-compliance
with the new Part-145 requirements. The
main change introduced in the regulation
is the required implementation of a safety
management system.
UPDATE

Unique and Innovative
Interior Solutions That
Enhance The Overall Cabin

Aug. 10, 2023 and May 16, 2024

Canada: ADS-B Out Mandate

Due to continued supply chain impacts
stemming from the Covid pandemic,
the previously announced implementation dates for ADS-B Out in Canada is
delayed beyond the original date of Feb.
23, 2023. New dates have been developed
from stakeholder feedback regarding
supply chain limitations and backlogs
to acquire and install the appropriate
equipment. As a result, the mandate
will come into effect as follows: Class A
Canadian airspace on August 10, 2023;
Class B Canadian airspace on May 16,
2024; and Class C, D and E airspace to
occur no sooner than 2026.
For the most current compliance status, see:
www.ainonline.com/cc
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People in Aviation
BY K AIT WILSON

Rolls-Royce appointed Tufan Erginbilgic as CEO and executive director of
Rolls-Royce Holdings. He will succeed
Warren East in the role on Jan.1, 2023.
Erginbilgic, who has a background in
engineering, served with BP for more
TUFAN ERGINBILGIC
than 20 years and has also held several
non-executive directorships in heavy industry
and manufacturing companies, including at GKN.
FlyExclusive has realigned its executive team.
Company founder Jim Segrave will continue to
serve as chairman while also serving as CEO, Mike
Guina will assume the role of chief strategy officer, and Tommy Sowers will continue to serve as
president while also taking on the role of COO.
Sören Stark assumed the role of chairman
of the executive board of Lufthansa Technik, succeeding Johannes Bussmann. Harald Gloy
will assume the role previously held by Stark as
the company’s COO and will also serve as chief
human resources officer and labor director. Stark
joined the company in 2004 as managing director of Lufthansa Technik Logistik. Gloy was most
recently labor director and a member of the executive board of Lufthansa Cargo.
The American Society of Appraisers elected
Richard Berkemeier, senior appraiser at Pegasus Aircraft Appraisal Group, to serve
the organization as international president for a one-year term. Berkemeier
has held various leadership positions
within the organization including on
the board of examiners, as internaRICHARD BERKEMEIER
tional v-p of the board of governors,
as well as past chair of the international education committee, budget and finance committee,
and machinery and technical specialties discipline committee.
Gulfstream Aerospace appointed Oliver Bergsch
as regional v-p of sales for Central and Eastern
Europe and Jim Beckstein as regional v-p of sales
for Southern California and Arizona. Bergsch has
more than 25 years of experience in aviation with
the last 15 years at Gulfstream’s sister company,
Jet Aviation. Beckstein joins Gulfstream with
nearly 40 years of aviation experience, the last 25
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focused on business aviation and sales.
Bruno Bellanger has been appointed by
Safran Electrical & Power as executive v-p and general manager of the Power division, and Cécile
Dubrovin has been appointed as president of
Safran Engineering Services. Both will serve as
members of Safran Electrical &
Power’s Executive Committee. After
previously holding roles at Airbus
and Scalian, Bellanger joined Safran
in 2004 and has held leadership
positions throughout the compaCÉCILE DUBROVIN
ny’s various divisions. Dubrovin
joined Safran in 2013 from Thales Avionics and
has served as executive v-p and general manager
of the “On-Board and Testing” business unit of
Safran Data Systems.
Wheels Up hired Todd Smith as CFO and Rob
Cords as executive vice president of fleet operations an infrastructure. Smith has more than 25
years of experience, having most recently held
the role of global head of financial planning and
analysis and CFO for GE. Cords has over 20
years of experience in aviation, having previously
held the position of president at MRO holdings
and before that was president of airlines and
fleets at StandardAero.
Matthew DeLellis has been appointed
by West Star Aviation to the role of
CFO. DeLellis has more than 20
years of finance and operational
experience, including more than
12 years in the aviation sector. The
company also promoted Judy
MAT THEW DeLELLIS
Parker to the position of material
control supervisor at its Perryville, Missouri
location and Randall Bass to satellite manager
of its Conroe, Texas (KCXO) facility. Parker
has over 34 years of aviation experience with
26 years in material controls, joining West Star
in 2018 after previously working at Sabreliner.
Bass, a U.S. Navy veteran and licensed pilot,
has more than 48 years of aviation experience
at a variety of levels. Bass joined West Star in
2017 and has served since as a technician at the
KCXO location.

Robert Sincennes has been named v-p of regulatory affairs by the Canadian Business Aviation
Association. Sincennes joined Transport Canada in
1985 as an airworthiness engineer and has since
occupied various positions including chief of regulatory affairs, where he formed the Canadian
Aviation Regulation Advisory Council.
Angela Martens was appointed by
SkyTrac Systems as v-p of finance and
administration. Martens has more
than 15 years of experience in providing
financial services and leadership to a
diverse set of industries, most promiANGEL A MARTENS
nently oil and gas.
Anastasija Visnakova was hired by Deutsche
Aircraft as v-p of sales and marketing. Visnakova
has more than 15 years of aviation experience,
having held executive positions with Air Baltic,
Primera Air, and DeHavilland Aircraft of Canada,
focusing on sales, marketing, market development, and business development.
Bii appointed Andrew Newell as
general manager after previously
holding the role of company sales
director for the past two years. Newell
has experience in consignment stock
management and commercial airANDREW NEWELL
craft interiors.
Peter Mankelow was named managing director of Aerocare Aviation Services following the
company’s recent acquisition by Complete Aircraft Group. Mankelow joins the company with a
background in leading MRO services in civil and
military aviation sectors.
The General Aviation Manufacturers Association
(GAMA) appointed David Dunning as director of
global innovation and policy and promoted Joe
Sambiase to managing director of airworthiness
and regulatory affairs. Dunning joins GAMA after
having served as advanced air mobility program
manager at the FAA. He has more than 19 years
of experience in military, civil, and government
aviation operations. Sambiase joined GAMA in
2010 and will oversee a broader range of technical domains within certification, production, and
maintenance of general aviation products.

Women in Aviation International
appointed four new team members:
Jabili Kandula joined as associate
editor, Annie Stikeleather was hired
as manager of youth programs, Trish
Steineke was appointed as conferJABILI K ANDUL A
ence and events coordinator, and Jessi
Rowden is manager of chapter relations.
Mark Cook was promoted by Alto Aviation to
director of business development and Dave Gustafson to director of operations. The company
also hired Brandon Klisit as senior technical sales
manager. Cook was OEM business development
manager since 2020, and Gustafson had held the
role of operations and quality manager.
z

AWARDS AND HONORS
CAE president and CEO Marc Parent was named a Knight
of the distinguished Ordre national du Québec, recognizing
his contributions to Québec’s economy and growth. Under
his leadership, CAE employees designed and created the
CAE Air1 critical care respirator. Parent was also recently
inducted into Québec’s Air and Space Hall of Fame.
Martha King, owner and co-chairman of King Schools, was
awarded the FAA FAASTeam’s Wright Brothers Master Pilot Award,
recognizing her more than 50 years as a certificated pilot and
contributions to aviation. During a ceremony held at EAA AirVenture,
FAASTeam program manager Ken Kelley said that the Kings “might
be the only or certainly one of just a few couples to be awarded the
Master Pilot designation.” John King received the award in 2014.
Leonard Michael Greene, inventor of the aircraft stall
warning device, was inducted into the National Inventors Hall
of Fame in honor of National Aviation Day on Aug. 19. The
stall-warning device Greene invented was the first of more than
100 of his patents, 60 of which cover aviation technology.
Daher Aerospace this year resumed its internship program in partnership with EAA to provide an all-inclusive
scholarship internship to Lauren Meyer and Anthony Garza.
Both worked for five weeks in June and July at Daher’s
Tarbes, France facility. Upon their return to the U.S. they
participated with the Daher team at EAA AirVenture.
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 Expert opinion continued

blatantly disregard me—for example, not
shaking my hand or acknowledging me as
their pilot because I’m a woman.”

WHAT TO DO

What should you do about it as an aviation
professional? When you witness or hear
about any discrimination based on gender,
race, or sexual preference, please squelch
it. Whoever it is, call that person out and
tell them, “This is not okay! You cannot say
this in front of me! I will not tolerate it.”
Whatever you do, please do not just turn
the other way and say, “Oh that’s just Bob
(or Bill or Ted) again.”
And if you see a customer blatantly not recognizing a pilot as the highly trained professional they are, be overt. Make sure that they
know she, or he, is a fully trained, highly qualified pilot who is responsible for their safety.
If you are an aviation leader, it’s your
responsibility to develop and sustain
an inclusive culture, so you must first
understand what’s happening and then
bridge the gap. Once you are aware of
the issue, the next step is to educate your
team and passengers that female pilots
stand shoulder-to-shoulder with their
male counterparts.
After all, we need more women in
business aviation. And as Dr. Tony Kern
recently shared in an article regarding
harassment of women in aviation, “Let’s
not shut out half of the qualified candidates because men don’t have the courage,
will, or decency to fix this problem.”
Sheryl Barden, CAM, is the president and
CEO of Aviation Personnel International, the
longest-running recruiting and HR consulting
firm exclusively serving business aviation. A
thought leader on all things related to business aviation professionals, Barden is a former
member of NBAA’s board of directors and currently serves on the NBAA advisory council. z
The opinions expressed in this column are
those of the author and not necessarily
endorsed by AIN Media Group.
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